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SEEING AND BELIEVING: THE EMERGENT NATURE OF EXTREME WEATHER 
PERCEPTIONS 
By 
Matthew John Cutler 
University of New Hampshire, May, 2015 
 
Perceptions of environmental issues are influenced by a variety of factors. Sociological 
research on this topic has largely taken a social-psychological approach and as a result the effects 
of community and biophysical contexts on individual perceptions are given less attention than 
individual-level predictors, such as political party affiliation or measures of educational 
attainment. Using data from the Communities and Environment in Rural America (CERA) 
surveys, I employ a mixed-effects modeling technique to investigate the influence of individual- 
and county-level characteristics on public perceptions of unusual or extreme weather.   
In addition to the survey data, I also utilize county-level weather events data from the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) Storm Events Database (SED) and 
the Storm Prediction Center’s (SPC) Severe Thunderstorm Events Archive (STEA) in order to 
test whether the incidence and impact of severe weather influences public perceptions of unusual 
or extreme weather. This study adds to a growing body of literature on public perceptions of 
xiii 
 
environmental issues by illuminating the socio-demographic and -contextual nature of 
















































1.1 Research Questions 
 
 
 In the last three decades, the field of environmental sociology has charted the social bases 
of individual knowledge, beliefs, and concern related to various environmental issues at the 
local, national, and global levels. These areas of inquiry spawned from Riley Dunlap's "New 
Environmental Paradigm (NEP)," an eco-centric challenge to the dominant Western worldview 
embraced by sociological thinkers throughout the discipline's history1 (Dunlap and Van Liere 
1978; Dunlap 2002). With the force of a shifting paradigm, environmental sociologists have 
made good use of many different methods to examine a variety of research questions related to 
societal-environmental interactions. Among the most well-known topical areas to emerge from 
the NEP shift has been "the social bases of environmental concern," (Van Liere and Dunlap 
1980).  This perspective focuses on the ways that people’s attitudes about the environment are 
affected by other features of their social identity, like a level of education, socioeconomic status, 
religious background, gender, age, and so on. Since the introduction of the phrase, many 
researchers have attempted to map out these "social bases" and provided a great deal of evidence 
for them. For example, political orientation has emerged in several studies as a robust moderator 
1 The dominant Western worldview refers to the predominant paradigm of Western academic discourse which has 
traditionally emphasized the point of view that humans are fundamentally different from the rest of the natural world 
and have unlimited opportunities to flourish given the assumption of boundless resources. 
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 of the relationship between education and concern for environmental issues (McCright and 
Dunlap 2011; Hamilton 2008; Hamilton 2011; Hamilton and Keim 2009; Malka et al 2009; 
Hamilton et al 2010).  
 Beliefs and norms have also been given ample consideration in the new age of 
environmentally-sensitive social science research. The connection between values, beliefs and 
normative behaviors has been elucidated by Thomas Dietz and colleagues over the course of 
multiple studies on the topic (Dietz et al 2007; Dietz et al 2005; Shwom and Dietz 2006; Shwom 
et al 2008). Their body of work has demonstrated an indirect link between altruistic values and 
support for greenhouse gas emissions policies through the vehicle of environmentally-conscious 
beliefs and worldviews (Dietz et al 2007; Dietz et al 2005). Prior to the development of Dietz's 
theory of values-beliefs-norms (VBN)2 through structural equation modeling (SEM)3, values had 
been treated in the literature as direct predictors of environmental "attitudes4," (Schultz and 
Zelezny 1999; Stern and Dietz 1994; Stern 2000). Both "attitudes" and "beliefs" about the 
environment were measured in part using a revised form of the NEP scale, thus demonstrating 
the lasting influence of this construct. 
 Socio-demographic and social-psychological approaches have been fruitful in the study 
of environmental views, but many questions regarding social processes at the level of the 
community and linked to geography have been left unanswered in the wake of such research. 
2 VBN theory "suggests that values influence our worldview about the environment (general beliefs), which in turn 
influences our beliefs about the consequences of environmental change on things we value, which in turn influence 
our perceptions of our ability to reduce threats to things we value," (Dietz et al 2005). 
3 The statistical technique of SEM tests "direct and indirect effects of model variables on multiple outcomes," thus 
illuminating the role of intervening variables and indirect effects for use in path diagrams and causal models (Dietz 
et al 2007). 




                                                 
 Where people live may influence their thinking about environmental issues because regional 
differences in climate and weather, as well as proximity to mountains, oceans, forests, or urban 
landscapes, all may shape people’s experience of the environment, and consequently, influence 
their beliefs about it. While it is has been a coherent focus of various research efforts to 
demonstrate VBN in action, the literature on place-based differences in individual beliefs has 
been more conceptually and theoretically disjointed. Place effects on environmental views have 
been examined using such frameworks as NEP, VBN, and social/environmental attachment 
theories, but have not reached consensus on any single paradigmatic approach to place and 
environmental views (Hamilton and Keim 2009; Hamilton et al 2010; Shwom and Dietz 2006; 
Guagnano and Markee 1995; Vorkinn and Riese 2001; Brehm et al 2012). Moreover, “the social 
bases of environmental concern” is implicitly constructivist, as opposed to realist,5 and 
consequentially ignores societal-environmental interactions in the formation of environmental 
views. Our understanding of environmental views is in need of a unified place-based conceptual 
focus and a thorough consideration of actual social-environmental interactions.  
 My research addresses these gaps in the literature by drawing on insights from recent 
developments in the field of community sociology and recent use of integrated biophysical and 
social-structural datasets (Sampson 2012; Hamilton and Keim 2009; Hamilton and Stampone 
2013; Hamilton et al 2010). Robert Sampson, in studying place effects in urban areas and 
neighborhoods, has stressed the importance of social-interactional and institutional processes in 
the formation of moral cynicism or altruism, trust and collective efficacy, perceptions of 
neighborhood disorder, and other emergent dynamics related to geography. Sampson’s research 
5 This distinction refers to an ongoing debate regarding the role of "core environmental sociology," (Dunlap 2010). 
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 integrates social-structural data, such as observational data on neighborhood disorder, with 
survey data in order to develop an approach he coins, “ecometrics,” or the systematic method for 
measuring neighborhood-level phenomena.  Like Sampson, researchers in environmental 
sociology have integrated biophysical data, or data on the material conditions of the 
environments of particular geographic locations, with survey data in order to understand the 
social and physical bases of environmental attitudes (Hamilton et al 2010; Hamilton and Keim 
2009; Hamilton and Stampone 2013). While not as interested in emergence, per se, these studies 
have highlighted the possibility that environmental attitudes are “emplaced” in the particular 
social and environmental contexts of geographic locations (Hamilton et al 2010). 
 Using a mixed-effects statistical approach, I investigate two interrelated questions about 
the place-based nature of perceptions of extreme or unusual weather events: (1) How do coastal 
counties across America compare in their residents' perceptions of the effects of extreme or 
unusual weather events? (2) How are perceptions of the effects of extreme or unusual 
weather events shaped by inter-subjective context and/or direct observations of the 
phenomena? I utilize coastal region data from the Communities and Environment in Rural 
America (CERA) surveys, weather events data from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration's (NOAA) Storm Events Database, and economic and demographic data from 
other sources to conduct a mixed-effects statistical regression of individual- and county-level 
variables on environmental and social issue perception variables. The research methods are 
discussed in greater detail in Chapter 3. In the following section, I propose five hypotheses of 
expected results as they relate to the prior research and relevant concepts and theories, such as 







1.2.1 Hypothesis H1 
Impact and frequency of severe weather events, objectively measured by the 5-year, county-level 
total of severe weather events and property damage in dollars, will influence subjective 
individual perceptions of extreme or unusual weather events. 
 The first of my five hypotheses predicts that the impact and frequency of severe weather 
events will influence residents' subjective perceptions of extreme or unusual weather events. 
"Impact" will be assessed by the objectively measured, county-level, 5-year total of property 
damage in dollars from all severe weather event types. These data will come from NOAA's 
Storm Events Database. Many studies of extreme weather include measures of both frequency 
and magnitude, but some efforts to study the societal impacts of extreme weather have 
considered “social vulnerability,” or objective measures of infrastructural damage from 
environmental hazards such as severe weather events (Cutter et al 2003). This trend in the 
broader literature on environmental hazards provides the rationale to include property damage 
from severe weather events. I expect that respondents who have more frequent experience with 
severe weather will be more sensitized to the natural environment as well as variation in 







 1.2.2 Hypothesis H2 
Values, as measured by political identity, beliefs about the effects of conservation rules, and 
beliefs about climate change, also influence perceptions of extreme or unusual weather events. 
 My second hypothesis predicts that individual-level values, measured by political 
identity, beliefs about conservation rules, and beliefs about climate change, will influence 
perceptions of extreme weather events. These data come from the CERA coastal surveys. The 
specific survey items utilized for these measures are described in detail in Chapter 3. Political 
and environmental values have stood out over three decades of research as important predictors 
of environmental beliefs or attitudes towards environmental policies (Van Liere and Dunlap 
1980; Guagnano and Markee 1995; Dietz et al 2005; Dietz et al 2007; Hamilton 2008; Hamilton 
et al 2010; Hamilton and Stampone 2013). I will extend this area of inquiry into perceptions of 
extreme or unusual weather events. While values and ideological predispositions have been 
predictive of policy support (Dietz et al 2005), risk assessment (Kahan et al 2011), and concern 
about the effects of climate change (Hamilton 2008; Hamilton et al 2012), I will examine the 
ideological influence on perceptions of the effects of major weather hazards on individuals and 
their communities and/or families. Although experience with severe weather is important, those 
experiences are interpreted against a backdrop of beliefs and values that are linked to political 
identity and other factors. How individuals think about environmental issues, therefore, is not 






 1.2.3 Hypothesis H3 
Social privilege or position indicators (such as household income) and socioeconomic context 
(such as county poverty rates) affect perceptions about extreme or unusual weather events. 
 A significant area of inquiry in environmental sociology has focused on the 
socioeconomic and racial disparities in exposure to environmental hazards. This field has 
become colloquially known as the “environmental justice movement” (Bullard and Johnson 
2000; Brulle and Pellow 2006). I will investigate whether and the extent to which individual-
level income and county-level poverty rates influence individual perceptions of extreme or 
unusual weather events. As demonstrated by extensive research on the exposure of communities 
to toxic sites (Brulle and Pellow 2006), the unequal impacts from Hurricane Katrina (Finch and 
Emrich 2010; Levy 2012; Eisenman et al 2007; Bullard and Wright 2009), the placement of 
pipelines in the developing world and the emergence of collective action against other energy 
site proposals (McAdam et al 2010; McAdam and Boudet 2012), and the community action in 
response to the Three Mile Island disaster (Walsh 1981; Cable et al 1988), there are salient 
differences in impacts from environmental hazards by socioeconomic position. I anticipate that 
social position, measured by household incomes and county poverty, will influence individual 
perceptions of extreme or unusual weather. Those who are privileged in terms of their 
socioeconomic status may be able to insulate themselves from environmental risks some degree, 






 1.2.4 Hypothesis H4 
Individual values and social position indicators will exhibit interaction effects, such that they 
moderate the relationship between objectively-measured weather events, and individual 
perceptions about the impacts of weather events. 
 Prior studies of environmental attitudes and beliefs have found significant interactions 
between climate knowledge, educational attainment, and political identities on individual beliefs 
and concern about the effects of environmental issues, notably climate change and 
economy/environment trade-offs (Hamilton 2008; Hamilton and Keim 2009; Hamilton et al 
2010; Hamilton 2011; Hamilton et al 2012; McCright and Dunlap 2011). I will examine whether 
and the extent to which values and social position indicators interact with objectively-measured 
weather events and impacts in the analysis of individual weather perceptions. Specifically, I 
anticipate that values and social position will moderate the relationship between objectively-
measured weather events/property damage and individual perceptions about the impacts of 
weather events. While prior research has shown that values moderate the relationship between 
knowledge/education and concern (McCright 2011), my research will add to this growing body 
of literature on interaction effects by expanding the inquiry into interactions between personal 
values, social position, and objective impacts of environmental hazards. Social and material 
factors do not influence individuals in a vacuum. Rather, these factors likely interact in people’s 
lives, thus producing nuanced and complex individual attitudes and beliefs about the 





 1.2.5 Hypothesis H5 
There will be significant, systematic place-to-place variations in perceptions about weather 
impacts, even after controlling for objective weather indicators, values and other individual- or 
county-level socioeconomic characteristics. 
 Recent studies have identified place-to-place variation in environmental beliefs and 
perceptions even when controlling for a multitude of factors, including individual-level and 
contextual indicators (Hamilton and Keim 2009; Hamilton et al 2010; Hamilton and Safford 
2014). These studies have varied widely in their foci and as such are difficult to compare in their 
conclusions, but the commonality, namely that regional variation matters, is what is important to 
my research questions and goals. As it relates to the sociological concept of emergence (Sawyer 
2002; Sampson 2012; Hannigan 2006), significant regional variation can signal the possibility 
that perceptions of extreme or unusual weather are as Hamilton and colleagues suggest --- 
embedded in place-specific contexts. 
 
 
1.3 Practical Significance 
 
 My research provides three valuable contributions to our understanding of societal-
environmental interactions. First, I bring context to the relationship between place and 
environmental views. I combine survey data and objective weather data in order to tease out the 
nuance of place effects and environmental views. Second, I provide a case for the unification of 
realist and constructivist perspectives in environmental sociology. There is room in research 
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 pursuits for the integration of data outside the social-psychological realm without having to 
abandon the investigation of the social construction of environmental problems. Neglecting 
either the integration of objective conditions or the use of social indicators to expose socially-
constructed meanings are equally perilous propositions for the future of research on societal-
environmental interactions. Finally, I provide useful knowledge about the formation of 
perceptions of social and environmental problems to policy-makers and institutional leaders who 
often make crucial decisions that can alter (and perhaps lessen) the extent of the effects of social 
and environmental problems in the future. A better understanding of community members’ 
perceptions of environmental hazards can help scientists, policy researchers and policy makers 

























 CHAPTER II 
 
 
PREVIOUS RESEARCH AND THEORETICAL DISCUSSION 
 
 
 In this chapter, I review findings from previous research and discuss a theoretical 
framework to explain individuals' perceptions of extreme or unusual weather events. 
Specifically, I discuss three most relevant substantive areas in prior research on environmental 
concern and then introduce the proposed theoretical framework. First, the social bases of 
environmental concern is outlined, beginning with early hypotheses and independent variables of 
interest, moving to a discussion of a process theory of environmental attitudes and norms, and 
concluding with a discussion of the education/knowledge and political identity interaction. My 
hypotheses, especially those dealing with social position and values or beliefs, were heavily 
influenced by these prior studies on the social bases of environmental concern.  
Second, research on place and environmental concern will be addressed. Various studies 
on the influence of place of residence on environmental beliefs and attitudes will be covered. I 
focused on place in this study because prior research on the effect of place on environmental 
concern seemed to be lacking a coherent theoretical or conceptual framework for explaining the 
significance of place. Third, the integration of multiple indicators and objective measures with 
survey data is discussed. In this portion, I also comment on the relevance of the realist-
constructivist cleavage in environmental sociology to this research. This split in the broader 
environmental sociology literature inspired me to include measures of both objective material 
conditions to and social or social-psychological phenomena. In doing so, I aim to demonstrate 
the necessity of both the realist and constructivist theoretical frames in sociological research on 
11 
 
 environmental issues. Finally, I discuss the theoretical framework of emergence and how it can 
explain individuals' perceptions of environmental issues. This particular theoretical framework 
has been applied in community sociology, as well as other scientific fields focusing on unrelated 
phenomena, but has not gained much traction in this particular field of environmental sociology. 
Given the context of the realist-constructivist divide and the emphasis on place in the literature 
of environmental sociology, emergence fits well as a construct for explaining the simultaneous 
importance of social, material, and geographical influences on environmental concern found 
across a wide variety of studies on environmental-societal interactions.  
 
 
2.1 The Social Bases of Environmental Concern 
 
 
2.1.1 Early investigation of the social bases of environmental concern 
 Widespread public concern about environmental problems ("environmental concern") is a 
relatively new phenomenon, arising over the course of the last quarter of the 20th century. This 
public concern responds to increasing calls from the scientific community, warning about the 
consequences of industrial activities for the environment (Hannigan 2006). Public awareness of 
society's impact on the environment has grown since the 1970s (Dunlap and Marshall 2007), but 
different segments of the public vary in their concern and certain issues tend to be more divisive. 
Among the most controversial issues in the current public discourse is climate change, and 
climate-related issues have been heavily investigated by sociological research, including public 
belief in the reality of climate change and opinions about the appropriate public policy responses 
to the phenomenon. Particular social influences on public beliefs and opinions have been at the 
12 
 
 center of such research efforts. For example, political liberals express greater concern than 
conservatives (Van Liere and Dunlap 1980; Guagnano and Markee 1995; Hamilton 2008). 
College-educated respondents tend to express higher concern than those without college 
educations (Van Liere and Dunlap 1980; Dietz et al 2007; Hamilton 2008). But some effects are 
not additive: concern about climate change tends to increase with education among liberals and 
moderates, but not so among conservatives (see McCright 2011). 
 Sociological research on environmental concern began with an influential study by Kent 
Van Liere and Riley Dunlap, who coined the phrase, "the social bases of environmental 
concern," (Van Liere and Dunlap 1980). Van Liere and Dunlap reviewed five hypotheses 
relating to social and demographic predictors of levels of environmental concern. The 
hypotheses covered age, class, residence, political, and sex effects. The five hypotheses proceed 
as such; 1) "the age hypothesis" predicts that "(y)ounger people tend to be more concerned about 
environmental quality than older people;" 2) "the social class hypothesis" predicts that 
"environmental concern is positively associated with social class as indicated by education, 
income, and occupational prestige;" 3) "the residence hypothesis" predicts that urban residents 
will be more likely to express concern about the environment than rural residents; 4) "the 
political hypothesis" predicts that liberal Democrats will be more likely to express concern about 
the environment than conservative Republicans; and 5) no agreement has been reached about the 
"direction of the relationship between sex and environmental concern," (Van Liere and Dunlap 
1980). 
 In their summary, Van Liere and Dunlap conclude that only three of the hypotheses (age, 
education, and political ideology) should be considered to have empirical generality with respect 
13 
 
 to predicting levels of environmental concern among the population (Van Liere and Dunlap 
1980). Generally, "younger, well-educated, and politically liberal persons tend to be more 
concerned about environmental quality than their older, less educated, and politically 
conservative counterparts," (Van Liere and Dunlap 1980). There have been mixed results from 
these "sociodemographic predictors" in the years following this study (see Guagnano and 
Markee 1995). Therefore, the social bases of environmental concern became the focal point for 
future research on public views of the environment. Dunlap's more recent work has shifted 
towards political polarization and climate change beliefs, specifically the systematic and 
organized denial of anthropogenic climate change and its effect on public views (McCright and 
Dunlap 2011; McCright, Dunlap, and Xiao 2013, Dunlap and McCright 2008). 
 
 
2.1.2 "Values-Beliefs-Norms" Theory 
 Given the variety of "social bases" that could emerge as theoretically-interesting 
predictors of environmental concern, a sizeable body of research has followed in Van Liere and 
Dunlap's wake. Some of the most notable contributions have come from Thomas Dietz and 
colleagues in their work on the connection between values, beliefs, and norms of behavior 
relating to the environment. Their major theoretical contribution came in the form of a values-
beliefs-norms theory (VBN) of environmental concern, which proposes that our values influence 
our beliefs, which in turn influence our normative orientations and subsequent actions in 
response to environmental issues (Dietz, Fitzgerald, and Shwom 2005). Specifically, measures of 
self-interest are negatively related to environmentalism (or pro-environmental behaviors such as 
14 
 
 recycling or environmental activism), while measures of humanistic6 and biospheric7 altruism 
are positively related to environmentalism (Dietz, Fitzgerald, and Shwom 2005).   
  VBN theory advanced the "social bases" literature by asserting a useful place for NEP 
within a broader theoretical schematic. This development in the literature on the social bases of 
environmental concern emerged from prior inquiries into the presence and effect of such values 
systems on environmental views. A number of studies found a positive relationship between 
altruism (biospheric and humanistic) and self-reported pro-environmental behaviors, such as 
recycling, contributing money to environmental organizations, reducing personal vehicle use, 
and purchasing environmentally-friendly products  (Karp 1996; Schultz and Zelezny 1999; 
Nordlund and Garvill 2002). Additionally, altruists have been found to more often follow 
vegetarian diets, though not as explicitly an environmentally-minded endeavor in all cases 
(Dietz, Frisch, Kalof, and Guagnano 1995; Kalof, Dietz, Stern, and Guagnano 1999). Using 
structural equation modeling to test the paths hypothesized by VBN theory, Dietz, Dan, and 
Shwom (2007) found multiple significant direct and indirect relationships between values, 
beliefs, and support for climate change policies, thus building evidence for the claims of VBN. 
For example, greater altruism indirectly increased policy support through its influence on 
respondents' awareness of consequences of environmental problems, trust in environmental 
groups, and tendency towards an NEP worldview (Dietz, Dan, and Shwom 2007). VBN theory 
6 Schwartz's "norm activation" model of altruism defines humanistic altruism as "behavior intended to help other 
humans beyond what self-interest would dictate," (Dietz, Fitzgerald, and Shwom 2005). 
7 Dietz, Fitzgerald, and Shwom (2005) define biospheric altruism as behaviors that arise from concern for "other 
species or the state of ecosystems themselves, beyond the benefits to humans of those species or ecosystems." Also, 
biospheric altruism acknowledges an "inherent value" in other species and ecosystems, whereas humanistic altruism 
or self-interest do not (Dietz, Fitzgerald, and Shwom 2005). 
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 has also been influential in the development of theories on the emergence of environmentally 
conscientious behavior among individuals (Stern 2000).  
 As important as VBN theory has been to research on the social bases of environmental 
concern, it crosses the social-psychological boundary in most instances and is often utilized by 
researchers publishing in psychology-related journals. Therefore, the emphasis in the research 
has tended towards individual-cognitive processes and away from social processes underlying 
the development of environmental concern. Recently, however, social scientists interested in the 
public perception and knowledge of climate change have adapted the "social bases" logic to the 
study of these phenomena.  
  
 
2.1.3 Education, Knowledge, and Political Identity 
 Perhaps the most robust finding from this line of research has been the moderating effect 
of ideology or political identity on the relationship between education/climate change 
understanding/overall science literacy and beliefs/concern about the effects of climate change. 
For instance, conservatives and liberals increasingly diverge in their concern for sea level rise as 
their education levels increase. Lawrence Hamilton's groundbreaking research revealed that 
extremely liberal individuals with graduate degrees are the most likely to be concerned whereas 
extremely conservative individuals with the same level of education are the least likely to be 
concerned about sea level rise (Hamilton 2008). Echoing this education and party interaction 
effect, Hamilton again found an interaction effect between self-assessed knowledge about global 
warming and probability of seeing global warming as a threat. Specifically, the probability of 
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 seeing global warming as a threat increases among self-described "strong Democrats" as their 
self-assessed knowledge increases, whereas the probability of seeing global warming as threat 
decreases among "strong Republicans" as their self-assessed knowledge of the issue increases 
(Hamilton 2011). This effect has emerged in much the same way over the course of several 
studies on the topics of climate change beliefs and concern (McCright and Dunlap 2011; 









 Socioeconomic characteristics of individuals and places have been given much attention 
in the literature on environmental-societal interactions, especially in the vein of environmental 
justice. Environmental justice has been defined as "the principle that 'all people and communities 
are entitled to equal protection of environmental and public health laws and regulations,'" (Brulle 
and Pellow 2006). Many studies emerged throughout the last quarter of the 20th century on the 
disproportionate impacts of environmental hazards on racial/ethnic minority groups and lower-
income groups. A landmark contribution to this field of research came from Robert Bullard's, 
Dumping in Dixie, in which Bullard demonstrated that hazardous waste sites had been 
deliberately placed near spatially segregated minority communities. Dumping in Dixie was one 
of the earliest major studies to document the phenomenon of "environmental racism," or "any 
policy, practice, or directive that differentially affects or disadvantages (whether intended or 
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 unintended) individuals, groups, or communities based on race or color," (Brulle and Pellow 
2006). A majority of the literature following Bullard's study has found race to be the "major 
driving factor" (Brulle and Pellow 2006) in environmental inequalities, but substantial 
consideration has still been afforded to class-related indicators, such as personal or household 
incomes.  
 Class-based patterns of environmental injustice have been encapsulated in Ulrich Beck's 
theoretical construct of a "risk society." In the context of corporations maximizing profits and 
increasing growth, modern industrial societies have lost the ability to ensure the safety of all 
citizens from environmental hazards (Brulle and Pellow 2006). This resulted in the formation of 
what Beck termed "risk positions," which relate to the differential exposures to environmental 
hazards of different socioeconomic classes (Beck 1992). The distribution of risks, according to 
Beck, is the inverse of the distribution of wealth in society, such that wealth is concentrated at 
the top and risks are concentrated at the bottom of the socioeconomic hierarchy (Beck 1992).  
 Beck's "risk society" provides a useful construct to predict and explain perceptions of 
extreme or unusual weather events due to differential vulnerabilities to weather impacts and 
capabilities to recover in the aftermath of destructive weather events. For example, lower-income 
households may be more likely to live in low-lying areas, increasing their vulnerabilities to 
floods resulting from torrential rain. Lower-income coastal residents, in particular, may live in 
homes ill-equipped to deal with destructive thunderstorm winds and rain, thus increasing the 
likelihood that they will encounter structural damage to their homes. In addition to vulnerabilities 
related to the locations and structural integrities of their homes, lower-income households may 
not be sufficiently insured against the most unusual or extreme weather events, increasing the 
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 likelihood that they will endure long-term financial burdens or forced relocations, temporary or 
permanent, in the aftermath of severe storm events. If environmental risks are indeed 
disproportionately concentrated at the bottom of the socioeconomic ladder, I expect lower-
income households will be more likely to report effects from extreme or unusual weather events 
than their higher-income counterparts.  
 Prior research has addressed the issue of vulnerability to environmental hazards, and with 
specific attention to place-based variation in vulnerabilities. Susan Cutter and colleagues utilized 
county-level socioeconomic and demographic data from 1990 to construct a “Social 
Vulnerability Index,” (2003). Their index included measures of personal wealth, age, the density 
of the built environment, single-sector economic dependence, housing stock and tenancy, race, 
ethnicity, occupation, and infrastructure dependence (Cutter et al 2003). Cutter and colleagues 
found modest correlations of their social vulnerability index with the number of presidential 
disaster declarations at the county-level, but their research signals an important component well 
worth considering: social vulnerability to extreme or unusual weather events.  
 Cutter’s findings utilizing the “Social Vulnerability Index,” as well as the findings from 
other hazard vulnerability studies (Chakraborty et al 2014; Cutter 2012; Cutter 2001; Zahran et al 
2008), correspond well with Beck’s differential “risk positions,” but Beck’s broader theory of 
reflexive modernization8 can extend the discussion of hazard vulnerability to the transformation 
of modern society through what Beck termed, “second-order side effects,” or the “side-effects of 
social institutions” which “result in new conditions which call them into question,” (Beck et al 
8 Reflexive modernization refers to “the modernization of modern society,” or the stage in which modernization 
“radicalizes” and begins to “transform, for a second time, not only the key institutions but also the very principles of 
society” due to the accumulation of side-effects of modern Western society which “eventually put its touchstone 
ideas into question,” (Beck et al 2003).  
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 2003). The hazards produced by modern industrial society, particularly the effects of extreme or 
unusual weather events linked to anthropogenic climate change, could spur the public discourse 
into questioning the abilities of policy-makers, industries, and sciences to both anticipate and 
deal with the potential environmental impacts of their practices. Extreme weather, as a hazard 
that is linked to modern industrial practices, may play a role in the formation of reflexive 
modernization as a phenomenon marking the next stage of modern industrial society. By 
investigating individual perceptions of extreme weather, and their potential social, material, and 
geographic correlates, my research teases out this link between social vulnerability and reflexive 
modernization. 
 




 Early inquiries into the role of place in the formation of individual environmental views 
yielded theoretically interesting results. Van Liere and Dunlap found evidence for the "Residence 
Hypothesis," namely that urban residents are more likely to be environmentally concerned than 
rural residents (Van Liere and Dunlap 1980). They provided a two-part explanation: 1) urban 
residents are more concerned because they are exposed to higher levels of pollution and 2) rural 
residents have "utilitarian" orientations towards the environment, meaning their involvement in 
occupations such as farming, logging, and mining dampens their levels of concern by increasing 
dependence upon natural resources to provide for their livelihoods (Van Liere and Dunlap 1980).  
Though this provided the potential for plenty of follow-up research, few studies over the 
subsequent two decades attempted to investigate the relationship between place and 
environmental concern.  
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  Perhaps the most prominent article to follow prior to the new millennium was Guagnano 
and Markee's 1995 study of regional differences in environmental concern. They made an 
important argument for studying regional differences by stating, "...attitudes, values, and beliefs 
have historical and cultural roots, and these roots may be specific to different regions of the 
United States, each of which has its own unique cultural heritage and tradition," (Guagnano and 
Markee 1995). This rationale has in part inspired my own research agenda as I also see place as 
an indispensible determinant of values, beliefs, and the reinforcing inter-subjective experiences 
of residents to any given area. To ignore place as a predictor of any attitudinal or perceptual 
outcome variable would be to overlook a great deal of potential linkages between personal 
identity and the social world and the resultant effects on attitudes and perceptions 
 After the turn of the new millennium, however, research on place effects began to gain 
steam. Several studies have been published highlighting the significance of place on the public 
perception of a host of environment issues. These studies range from the level of the state and 
region (Shwom, Dan, and Dietz 2008; Hamilton and Keim 2009; Hamilton, Colocousis, and 
Duncan 2010; Safford and Hamilton 2012) to the national level in a cross-national comparative 
context (Brechin 2003; Lorenzoni and Pidgeon 2006). Using a survey of Michigan and Virginia 
state residents, Shwom, Dan, and Dietz (2008) found that Michigan residents were less likely to 
support climate change mitigation policies than Virginians. Given their limited ability to 
elaborate on this place-based difference, the authors speculate that the pervasiveness of the auto 
industry in Michigan influenced the quality and quantity of information disseminated regarding 
climate change (Showm, Dan, and Dietz 2008). In-depth research is needed to tease out the 
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 contextual factors which might illuminate such place-based differences in environmental 
concern.  
  Hamilton and Keim (2009) tested perceptions of climate change effects among residents 
in rural regions of different states through the use of mixed effects modeling. They found that 
people living in regions with snowy winters expressed the most concern, suggesting that recent 
warmer-than-usual winters could be responsible for increased awareness of climate change 
effects. Additionally, the mixed effects model showed significant regional variation net of the 
individual-level predictors tested, including sex, race, age, income, education, party, religious 
attendance, and length of residence. The authors point to "objective local conditions" as 
important factors in influencing residents' perceptions of the effects of climate change (Hamilton 
and Keim 2009). In the next section I will return to the topic of integrating of biophysical 
indicators with individual-level survey data.  
 Place-based variation in environmental attitudes was explored in depth again after the BP 
Deepwater Horizon oil spill disaster of 2010. Hamilton, Safford, and Ulrich (2012) investigated 
the extent to which spill-related and other environmental views varied in the aftermath of the 
spill by individual characteristics of survey respondents, personal experience with the spill, or 
characteristics of place. They found that Gulf Coast Louisianans reported significantly higher 
effects from the spill, extreme weather, and threats from climate change than the Gulf Coast 
Floridians in the sample, but the Louisianans expressed significantly lower support for a 
moratorium on deep water oil drilling, alternative energy, or resource conservation. One possible 
explanation the authors provide is that the difference is related to the socioeconomic 
development around the oil and gas industry in Louisiana versus the tourism-related 
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 development in Florida. Perhaps as importantly, however, the authors point out that their 
research "adds another example where community relationships to the natural world affect views 
on environmental issues," (Hamilton et al 2012).  
 I will contribute to research on the link between community and environment by taking a 
new approach that integrates extreme weather event data with survey data. This approach is 
equipped to deal with the social-psychological components associated with process theories such 
as VBN, but it also broadens the scope of this perspective in order to transcend the realist-
constructivist and micro-macro divisions in environmental attitude research of the past. 
Additionally, while the BP oil spill provided an opportunity to study attitudes in the wake of a 
single anthropogenic environmental disaster event, there has been less attention to the 
cumulative effect of multiple natural disaster events over time on public attitudes about the 
environment. My research will address that gap.  
 Safford and Hamilton utilized the coastal surveys associated with the project, 
Communities and Environment in Rural America (CERA), by exploring the place-based 
differences between the environmental views of residents in the two counties of Downeast 
Maine. According to their research, Hancock county residents expressed significantly higher 
levels of concern about pollution, seafood contamination, aquaculture, climate change, and 
development or sprawl (Safford and Hamilton 2012). The strongest predictor of sprawl was 
Hancock county residence, net of a host of individual-level background characteristics. These 
findings were logical given that Hancock County is more affluent and is amenity-rich, whereas 
Washington County is relatively poor and dependent on resource extractive industries (Safford 
and Hamilton 2012). Safford and Hamilton repeatedly emphasize the usefulness of sociological 
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 research like this to policy makers because it explores the link between community 
characteristics and residents' opinions. Such information is valuable when considering new 
development projects or investments in particular industries. I aim to accomplish a similar task 
by informing policy makers, climatologists, and other interested parties in business, government, 
or the sciences about the factors influencing perceptions of extreme weather events within the 
context of overall environmental concern. 
 Hamilton and colleagues explored the link between characteristics of place and views on 
environmental issues across 38 counties in 12 regional CERA surveys. They found that there was 
significant place-to-place variation on three issues of environmental concern, namely climate 
change, conservation rules, and whether to conserve resources or promote economic growth, due 
to the "countless unmeasured differences between those places," (Hamilton et al 2013). In order 
to provide some possible explanations for the significant place-based variation, the authors 
introduced a hybridized approach to this type of research by "embedding regional case studies" 
into the survey results from multiple regions (Hamilton et al 2013). Specifically, they 
contextualized their initial analysis of a survey of Oregonians by examining interviews of 
individuals living in many other regions of the country. In doing so, the authors were able to 
step-back from their findings about Oregon to see how the same issues were perceived and 
understood in dissimilar social, economic, and environmental contexts. 
 Other studies have emerged that demonstrate the importance of "sense of place" and the 
difference between coastal residence and other places of residence on attitudes and beliefs about 
the environment. Larson and colleagues (2013) tested the relationship between several "sense of 
place" indicators and some salient "wellbeing factors" related to environmental issues. 
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 Interestingly, the authors found that respondents who lived in coastal areas and had spent less 
time in their place of residence were more likely to place emphasis on the importance of 
environmental wellbeing (Larson et al 2013). Part of the explanation, the authors suggest, is 
related to the shift from environmental to social connections over time as respondents remain in 
their places of residence for longer periods. According to Larson and colleagues (2013), people 
develop stronger social connections and tend to place higher emphasis on the importance of local 
social or economic issues than on environmental wellbeing. These findings are particularly 
informative to my research because of the evidence of an association between coastal residence 
and environmental values.  
 The development of social connections to place can lead to conflict over policies and 
institutional practices which might transform or present significant changes to areas in which 
residents have a strong “sense of place.” The Three Mile Island nuclear accident of 1979 
presented a unique, albeit unfortunate, circumstance for social science researchers to study the 
factors associated with community-level organizing in response to environmental hazards. Ed 
Walsh and colleagues published a series of studies (1981- 1988) utilizing survey data and field 
research to illuminate the social-interactional and –structural factors underlying grassroots 
activism in response to the disaster at Three Mile Island. In one study, they identified and studied 
four communities with active citizen protests: Middleton, Newbury, Harrisburg, and Lancaster 
(Cable et al 1988). Walsh and colleagues found that local impacts from the Three Mile Island 
disaster were more important to those living in communities closer to the incident, whereas those 
in communities further away were more likely motivated by the ideologically-based positions 
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 against nuclear power and its potential risks on a broader scale than just the local communities 
affected by Three Mile Island itself (Cable et al 1988).  
 Walsh’s research highlights an important component to the place-based nature of 
perceptions of environmental issues. Geographical distance corresponds to social distance such 
that one’s proximity to an environmental disaster could influence the degree to which one 
connects either to the localized impacts of the disaster or the broader issues related to the 
occurrence of such disasters. In the case of extreme or unusual weather, those who are concerned 
about extreme events but have not been directly impacted by such events might be more likely to 
connect the events to broader issues such as climate change than to consider the actual impacts of 
such events on local communities. Similarly, those who experience extreme events directly may 
be less concerned with broader climatic issues and more inclined to be concerned with localized 
impacts. Also, those who have direct experiences with extreme events over a prolonged period of 
time may become desensitized to the impacts and may view attempts to connect them with larger 
global climatic issues as unwarranted or ideologically motivated and thus unreliable. 
 
2.4 Integrating Multiple Indicators and the Realist-Constructivist Divide 
 
 
 Dunlap, in his influential essay "The maturation and diversification of environmental 
sociology: from constructivism and realism to agnosticism and pragmatism," argued that the 
realist-constructivist cleavage persists despite recent concessions by those on the constructivist 
side regarding the factual reality of climate change (Dunlap 2010). The cleavage, he argued, 
relates to the continued separation of "environmental sociologists who confine their analyses to 
the symbolic/ideational/cultural level and those who examine material conditions," (Dunlap 
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 2010). Social constructivists who have focused on symbolic or cultural factors have been 
primarily concerned with “contextualizing, problematizing, and deconstructing the claims about 
ecological conditions issued by scientists, activists, and policy-makers,” (Dunlap 2010). 
Examples include efforts to expose the expert-layperson divide on knowledge of risk (Wynne 
1996; Beck 1992; Lash et al 1996), as well as the social dimensions of controversies over 
environmental conservation versus economic development (Eder 1996; Greider and Garkovich 
1994; Macnaghten and Urry 1998). Realists, on the other hand, have employed indicators of 
ecological conditions to understand societal-environmental interactions (Dunlap 2010). Perhaps 
most prominent among the realists have been the environmental justice pursuits of sociologists 
studying socioeconomic and racial disparities in environmental hazard exposures (Bullard and 
Johnson 2000; Bullard and Wright 2009; Brulle and Pellow 2006).  
 There are indeed few studies which have successfully transcended the realist-
constructivist divide and integrated both conceptual frames into their methodologies and 
analyses. Without alluding to persistent conceptual divisions amongst the broader literature, 
recent studies have integrated multiple indicators of various biophysical, demographic, and 
social-structural phenomena with social-psychological indicators. Hamilton and Keim (2009) 
adapted temperature trend data from the United States Historical Climate Network (USHCN) to 
correlate local temperature trends with residents' perceptions of climate change effects on their 
communities. Climate change effects perceptions were higher in regions that experienced the 
most warming during winter months. Interestingly, Kansas stands out as an anomalous case and 
the authors suggest that the predominant conservative ideologies of the region to be at the core of 
this inconsistency (Hamilton and Keim 2009). Warm weather and perceptions of a changing 
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 climate seem as though they would be intuitively linked, but social science research can provide 
evidence regarding this otherwise anecdotal or assumed correlation. 
 Even more recently, Hamilton and Stampone (2013) demonstrated a striking effect of the 
temperature on political independents' belief in anthropogenic climate change, which is the 
scientific consensus. Using USHCN daily temperature data and a survey of New Hampshire 
residents, the authors found that politically independent respondents were more likely to believe 
that climate change is happening now, caused mainly by humans, if the interview day and the 
previous day were unseasonably warm (Hamilton and Stampone 2013). Another striking aspect 
of this research is the sizable and consistent gap between beliefs of Republicans and Democrats 
regardless of the temperature on the previous day. This speaks to the rhetorical connection, by 
some scientists, science writers, and other prominent voices in media and politics, between 
climate change and weather events (Wallace 2012). Public perceptions of extreme or unusual 
weather events may be shaped in part by this construal of such events as early warning signs of 
climate change by trusted sources of information.  
 Effective integration of multiple indicators has also been achieved in studies analyzing 
perceptions of urban sprawl, beliefs about resource conservation/consumption, and beliefs about 
the impact of environmental regulations restricting development. Hamilton, Colocousis, and 
Duncan (2010) integrated U.S. Census estimates of population growth and employment in 
agriculture, forestry, hunting, fishing, or mining with data from the Communities and 
Environment in Rural America (CERA) surveys. Their findings showed strong correlations 
between these Census data and respondents' perceptions of urban sprawl and beliefs about 
conservation and restricting development. Percent population change was positively associated 
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 with the percent of respondents perceiving effects of urban sprawl and percent believing 
environmental rules restricting development have been good for the local community. On the 
other hand, percent employed in agriculture, forestry, hunting, fishing, or mining was negatively 
associated with the percent of respondents favoring the conservation of resources for the future. 
Integration of multiple indicators has not proved as fruitful in the investigation of factors 
influencing the formation of environmental risk perceptions. Carlton and Jacobson (2013) 
utilized survey data of Floridian residents to examine the factors that influence perceptions of 
several types of risks, including both social and environmental risks. One major indicator 
included was the respondents’ self-reported assessment of the extent of effects on their personal 
lives from the 2004 hurricane season. This variable is similar to the dependent variable utilized 
my research, namely individual extreme weather perception, but it was utilized by Carlton and 
Jacobson as an independent predictor of risk assessments. As an independent predictor, the self-
reported assessment of hurricane effects was not found to signficantly influence risk perceptions 
among Floridian respondents (Carlton and Jacobson 2013). In their discussion of findings, 
Carlton and Jacobson speculate that too much time may have elapsed from the 2004 hurricane 
cycle and the implementation of the surveys for their study. They also claim that hurricanes 
"might not cause an availability heuristic effect beyond hurricane-related risks," (Carlton and 
Jacobson 2013). This underscores the important point that severe weather exposure is not 
necessarily a determinant of broader climate-related risk perceptions, such as climate change. 
Moreover, researchers utilizing multiple indicators in social science should be careful to consider 
how the use of biophysical or socio-contextual predictors could be misinterpreted to mean things 
that might not reflect reality.  
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 In contrast to Carlton and Jacobson's research, Prati and Zani (2013) investigated the 
change in environmental attitudes after learning of a major environmental catastrophe. By using 
a longitudinal design, their study was able to test the values-beliefs-norms (VBN) model of 
environmental commiment (Prati and Zani 2013). The authors were afforded a unique, though 
very unfortunate, opportunity to measure the change in attitudes towards nuclear power, trust in 
science, and environmental beliefs immediately following the Fukushima nuclear power plant 
accident in 2011. They administered a survey questionnaire to 32 Italian citizens one month prior 
to the Fukushima incident and then again one month after. All 32 respondents were retained in 
the second phase of data collection and the same exact questionnaire was used for both iterations. 
Participants were asked a series of questions that Prati and Zani adopted from Dunlap and Van 
Liere's New Ecological Paradigm (NEP). They were also asked to rate their trust in scientists and 
the level risk associated with nuclear power. The study found that pro-environmental and anti-
nuclear attitudes emerged among participants after the Fukushima accident (Prat and Zani 2013). 
Given the large effect size associated with these findings, Prati and Zani conclude that "people 
may be influenced by even a single dramatic event," (Prati and Zani 2013). I expect severe 
weather events to produce the same emergence of heightened weather effects perceptions among 
individuals experiencing the severe weather, but Prati and Zani's findings suggest that such 
heightened perceptions may emerge among individuals who were simply exposed to news of the 
events. 
 Environmental views are clearly connected to place in some meaningful ways and the 
integration of "contextual" data with individual-level survey data can help to illuminate such 
relationships. Hamilton, Colocousis, and Duncan (2010) conclude their investigation of place 
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 and environmental views by stating that, "Individual perspectives, as social phenomena, are 
emplaced (Gieryn 2000) in geographic locations and related physical, practical, and symbolic 
structures." Now that the "emplaced" perspective of environmental views has been established, it 
is important that research not simply follow from this logic but also dig deeper to find place-
specific contexts and meanings underlying statistical relationships between aggregate social, bio-
physical, or individual-level data. I hope to break down the analytical barrier between studies 
that investigate the social, cultural, and symbolic levels (constructivists) and studies that examine 
the material conditions (realists) of societal-environmental interactions. Also, I aim to transcend 
the micro-macro division between studies that specifically focus on structural or material 
influences on environmental attitudes and studies of social-psychological processes underlying 
environmental attitudes, such Dietz’s VBN framework. My goal is to apply insights from the 
social-psychological processes established by Dietz and colleagues while incorporating multi-
level analyses and multiple indicators of social, structural, and environmental conditions. This 
approach is intended to provide another link to bridge the realist-constructivist divide in the 
literature while at the same time transcending the micro-macro distinctions between social-




2.5 Shared Perceptions and the Concept of "Emergence" 
 
 
 In his text, Environmental Sociology, Hannigan proposes "an approach to environment 
and society that pivots on the concept of emergence," (2006). Hannigan outlined several areas of 
the sociological literature which have entertained the concept of emergence in the explanations 
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 of various social processes. Emergence appears in the studies of norms, collective behavior, 
disasters, social movements, and social learning (Hannigan 2006). Although it is difficult to pin 
down, the most relevant conceptual definition of emergence for my purposes is, "...that social 
organization and the production of knowledge are fundamentally fluid, dynamic, and adaptive," 
and "...that they percolate from the grassroots rather than pass from the top downwards," 
(Hannigan 2006). Properly understood, emergence is a social process that occurs through 
interaction rather than a social-psychological process that relates to the influence of social 
experiences on individuals. Cast in this light, emergence can be a useful tool for the study of 
place-based differences in perceptions of environmental and social issues. As I noted previously, 
Guagano and Markee (1995) proposed the useful notion that "...attitudes, values, and beliefs 
have historical and cultural roots, and these roots may be specific to different regions of the 
United States, each of which has its own unique cultural heritage and tradition." Given this 
noteworthy and empirically sound assertion, Hannigan's call for emergence in the study of 
societal-environmental interactions seems appropriate. Current "place-effects" studies in 
environmental sociology have lacked this type of paradigmatic theoretical framework. I am 
proposing to take up Hannigan's call and pursue emergence in the study of shared perceptions of 
social and environmental issues. Some of the sociology of community literature, as I will outline 
briefly below, has already made some progress in applying this framework to the study of 
"neighborhood effects," (Sampson 2012).  
 Though it has not reached paradigmatic status, emergence is not a new idea in sociology. 
The earliest theories of emergent properties reach all the way back to the founding of the 
discipline. Sawyer (2002) argued that “emergence processes are central to Durkheim's empirical 
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 and theoretical projects, and that sociologists have neglected this aspect of Durkheim's work.” 
According to Sawyer, emergence can be found in Durkheim’s ideas about social facts, collective 
representations, and sui generis. Indeed, social facts and collective representations are “emergent 
social phenomena. Both are sui generis properties of a social system, emerging from the 
association of individuals,” (Sawyer 2002). Sawyer is also keen to point out that theories of 
emergence are present in several other scientific and academic disciplines, such as philosophy, 
economics, and the biological and physical sciences9.  
 The emergence framework recently gained significant traction in the sociology of 
community. In his groundbreaking study of Chicago neighborhoods, Sampson (2012) set out to 
study "neighborhood effects," or the range of outcomes predicted or explained by differences in 
neighborhood-level correlates. For instance, crime and health problems "tend to come bundled 
together" at the level of the neighborhood and "are predicted by neighborhood characteristics 
such as the concentration of poverty, racial isolation, single-parent families, and to a lesser extent 
rates of residential and housing instability," (Sampson 2012). Even though a long history of 
research has charted the demographic correlates of community well-being, Sampson argues "the 
social mechanisms and dynamic processes accounting for neighborhood effects have remained 
largely a black box," (Sampson 2012). These processes and mechanisms within the black box are 
also "not merely the reflection of individual characteristics," but "stem from social-interactional 
and institutional processes that involve collective aspects of community--emergent properties," 
9 According to Sawyer, emergence appears in philosophy in the form of hypothetical arguments about the nature of 
traffic jams and the “flying V” of a bird flock, which each suggest that higher level regularities emerge from lower 
level rules and interactions. Similarly, Sawyer points out that the study of “complex adaptive systems” is present in 
economics, biological, social, and physical sciences, such as the study of global macroeconomic networks, stock 
markets, social insect and ant colonies, the biosphere and ecosystem, the brain and immune system, the cell and 
developing embryo, ideologies, communities, and the internet and cyberspace.  
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 (Sampson 2012). The "black box" is a useful metaphor for the processes underlying public 
perceptions of environmental problems because researchers have yet to understand the details 
comprising place differences in such perceptions. 
 In his research, Sampson attempted to unpack this "black box" through a variety of 
methods and analytical strategies. Among those strategies was his approach to studying 
perceptions of neighborhood disorder. Sampson employed a survey of Chicago neighborhood 
residents, U.S. Census data, Chicago police records of violent offenses, and systematic social 
observation in order to understand the bases of perceived disorder. His main finding was that the 
concentration of racial/ethnic minorities led to implicit bias, stigmatized places, and shared 
meanings, which in turn led to perceived or felt disorder (Sampson 2012).  
 Sampson's study of shared perceptions of disorder provides a useful framework for the 
investigation of perceptions of environmental problems. Moreover, shared perceptions as 
emergent properties could serve as a useful conceptual configuration for explaining how 
individuals come to understand the environment in a world otherwise disconnected from 
ecological processes of the environment. In other words, perceptions of the environment are 
likely emergent properties of localities, communities, and regions stemming from social-
interactional processes rather than simply individual judgments based on observations or actual 
experiences with the environment. My research will be an attempt to unpack this "black box" of 








 2.6 Summary 
 
 
 The social bases of perceptions of unusual or extreme weather are perhaps the most 
theoretically and empirically interesting factors to investigate because one might expect 
perceptions of the weather to be based mostly upon direct individual experiences with the 
weather. We take for granted the amount we learn about weather events through 
social/institutional interactions versus the amount we actually experience in our day-to-day 
routines. It seems logically coherent to expect that the formation of our weather perceptions 
relies heavily upon social factors influencing our lives, chief among them being the social and 
ideological context of where we live. Some recent research has demonstrated linkages between 
objectively measured weather, or climate anomalies, and public concern or beliefs about climate 
change (Goebbert et al 2012; Howe and Leiserowitz 2013; Egan and Mullin 2014; Zaval et al 
2014; McCright et al 2014; Lang 2014; Marquart-Pyatt et al 2014; Hamilton and Lemcke-
Stampone 2014; Shao et al 2014; Shao 2015). Therefore, the extreme/unusual weather outcome 
presents a compelling but previously under-explored instance where environmental perceptions 
may have both a social and physical basis.  
As stated throughout my literature review, prior studies have, perhaps unintentionally at 
times, compartmentalized the influences on environmental perceptions and attitudes into either 
the social or material realms, but a broad view of all of these studies reveals that social and 
material conditions may converge and could be inextricable in influencing individual perceptions 
of environmental issues. My research will advance the study of environmental perceptions in the 
field of environmental sociology by synthesizing the effects social-psychological, geographical, 
and objective material conditions on individual perceptions of extreme weather. In the next 
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 chapter I detail the specific methods I utilized in order to achieve this synthesis, namely the 
integration of multiple indicators of social contextual, individual social-psychological, and 








































 CHAPTER III 
 
 
DATA AND METHODS 
 
  
 In the preceding chapters I explained the research questions and hypotheses of my study 
based on a comprehensive review of the relevant literature and theoretical perspectives in the 
fields of community and environmental sociology. In this chapter, I introduce the data sets 
employed in my research, describe the dependent and independent variables, and explain the 
analytical approach of my study. To begin, I introduce the Communities and Environment in 
Rural America surveys and describe the individual-level dependent and independent variables. 
These data were chosen because they offered the under-examined phenomenon of individual 
extreme weather perceptions. Additionally, these data come from a variety of coastal 
communities across the United States thus allowing for cross-regional comparisons, an 
advantage that is particularly useful in the investigation of the social and geographic dimensions 
of individual extreme weather perceptions. 
Next, I introduce and describe data on extreme weather events. Specifically, I describe 
the Severe Thunderstorm Events Archive and Storm Events Database and the particular county-
level weather indicators from those data sets. These data represent the biophysical or objective 
material indicators to be combined with the social dimensions from the survey data. Since it is 
my approach to integrate both realist and constructivist perspectives in order to transcend old 
divisions among prior studies, these objective weather data are crucial to the investigation of the 
material, or “environmentally real,” influences on individual perceptions of extreme weather. 
Finally, I explain and justify the analytical strategies of my study.  
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 I describe mixed-effects modeling and multiple imputation techniques in general terms 
and then describe their application in my research in detail. Missing data on personal and 
household incomes often present complications in social science research because individuals 
tend to be reluctant to offer answers to survey questions related to this sensitive information. 
However, income, as an indicator of social position, is critical to understanding the impact of 
socioeconomic standing on individual perceptions of extreme weather. It is also important for 
comparison to previous research in the field of environmental sociology, particularly the 
environmental justice sub-field. Multiple imputation was chosen as a strategy for dealing with 
missing values on income and the reasons, as well as the technical details of the method, will be 
discussed in depth in this chapter.  
Finally, mixed effects statistical modeling was chosen because of the ability to test for the 
presence of significant unexplained variation by geographical location net of other individual-
level and objective material indicators. The “place” component of environmental attitudes and 
perceptions has emerged in recent literature as a conceptually and empirically important factor in 
explaining the formation of these attitudes and perceptions. Characteristics of place may be 
relevant to the discussion of individual-level extreme weather perceptions and mixed effects 
modeling can at least identify specific geographic locations which vary significantly from others 











 The main source of data for my project comes from the Communities and Environment in 
Rural America (CERA) surveys. CERA is an ongoing effort, carried out by the Carsey Institute 
at the University of New Hampshire, to "better understand the changing social, economic, and 
environmental factors in different rural parts of the country and the implications for sustainable 
community development policies and practices," (http://carseyinstitute.unh.edu/cera). The first 
phase of CERA included surveys of almost 8,000 residents in 19 rural counties aimed at 
determining their "opinions, experiences, and attitudes about the changes occurring in their lives, 
the lives of their families, and in their communities," (Hamilton et al 2008). Researchers at the 
Carsey Institute initially focused their analyses of CERA data on five issue areas important to 
rural Americans today; 1) economic changes, challenges, and realities; 2) migration and 
demographic changes; 3) religion, trust, and civil institutions; 4) environment, natural resources, 
and energy; and 5) infrastructure and changing populations (Hamilton et al 2008).    
 Starting in 2009, the CERA project focused in on coastal regions. The first of these 
coastal surveys interviewed residents of two Maine counties, Hancock and Washington. 
Researchers on the project have analyzed Maine residents' opinions on marine resource use, 
coastal development, and marine environmental concerns (Safford and Hamilton 2013). The 
coastal survey initiative extended to the Gulf Coast following the  BP Horizon oil spill in 2010 
(Hamilton et al 2012; Safford et al 2012) and eventually the regions of Southeast Alaska, the 
Columbia River, and the Olympic Peninsula in a collaborative effort alongside the Communities 
and Forests in Oregon (CAFOR) project (Hamilton et al 2013). I utilized all of the coastal survey 
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 data from this larger CERA project. The regions surveyed in this sample are Down East Maine, 
the Pacific Northwest, Gulf Coast Florida, Gulf Coast Louisiana, the Olympic Peninsula, and 
Southeast Alaska. The total sample sizes for each region surveyed are presented in Table 3.1.   
 
Table 3.1. Coastal Surveys          
Atlantic      
Downeast Maine: Hancock and Washington Counties (n = 1,518; August-September 2009) 
Gulf Coast     
Gulf Coast Florida: Bay, Franklin, and Gulf Counties (n = 1,005; August-September 2010) 
    
Gulf Coast Louisiana: Plaquemines and Terrebonne Parishes (n = 1,017; late July-September 
2010) 
Pacific Northwest     
Columbia River: Clatsop County, Oregon and Pacific County, Washington (n = 1,023; January-
February 2011) 
Olympic Peninsula: Clallam and Grays Harbor Counties (n = 1,013; October-November 2010) 
      
Alaska  
Ketchikan, Alaska: Ketchikan Gateway Borough and Prince of Wales Census Area (n = 509; 
June-August 2010) 
Southeast Alaska: Haines, Juneau, Sitka, Skagway, Wrangell and Yakutat Boroughs; Hoonah-
Angoon and Petersburg Census areas (n = 1,033; November-December 2010, with a small 
number of interviews in February 2011) 
             
Note: Table adapted from Hamilton and Safford 2014. 
     
 
 The CERA surveys provide a unique platform to study both individual and regional 
factors affecting individuals' environmental perceptions. This is valuable because studies of 
environmental perceptions, beliefs, and attitudes are typically either confined to a single region, 
limiting their scope, or sampled broadly across many regions with too few individuals in each to 
make comparisons. CERA coastal data support individual-level comparisons across widely 
different social and physical contexts. This will be especially useful given my focus on 
perceptions about extreme/unusual weather events because the events themselves tend to be 
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 region-specific. Socio- and infrastructural- contextual factors also differ by region. For instance, 
coastal Louisiana experiences a very different cycle of weather compared with Downeast Maine. 
They also have very different social milieus, perhaps including different predominant views on 
environmental issues. Add to these differences the recent major hurricanes to hit the Gulf Coast 
and there are a host of good reasons to consider cross-regional differences in environmental 
perceptions, most especially weather perceptions.  
 Although a number of cross-regional studies have been done using CERA data, these 
have not systematically examined people's perceptions about extreme weather effects. Nor have 
most other environmental-concern studies focused on this topic. Previous research has given 
more attention to attitudes and beliefs about major environmental issues, such as climate change 
or environmental degradation, with less about social factors influencing perceptions about the 
impacts of environmental phenomena on communities. Moreover, very few studies (Hamilton et 
al 2012; Nerlich and Jaspal 2014; Carlton and Jacobson 2013) consider the social aspects of the 
increasingly important issue of extreme or unusual weather events. My research makes a unique 
and timely new contribution to the extant literature on environmental perceptions by examining 
coastal residents' perceptions about extreme weather events in relation to their individual 
characteristics, social context, and the objectively-measured weather events themselves. 
 These data are limited to a specific set of U.S. coastal regions, so my results invite 
broader replication based on other data. Coastal residents may experience different social, 
economic, and biophysical contexts than inland residents. The weather affecting coastal 
communities is much different than inland communities, although it differs very substantially 
among the coastal regions in my study, too. However, drought or tornadoes tend to be less 
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 common in coastal areas than inland, especially compared with "Tornado Alley" in the west/mid-
western and southern U.S. These caveats will be kept in mind for drawing broader 
generalizations. However, the wide geographical and social variation already present in the 
coastal CERA surveys gives a strong basis for exploring this new line of research on 
communities and extreme weather effects. 
  
3.1.2 Dependent variable: weather perceptions 
 The CERA coastal surveys included a series of items that asked respondents to report the 
effects of a host of environmental issues on the area in which they lived. Among these items was 
a question about the effect of extreme or unusual weather. Unlike the variety of other "issue" 
variables, the extreme weather item had not been investigated to any significant extent, either by 
CERA project researchers or other social science researchers in the field. This question stands 
out as ripe for analysis given the volume of literature on the other environmental questions in 
CERA, such as effects of climate change or urban sprawl and development. 
 Prior to the list of environmental issues, respondents are primed with an interlude to the 
following section of questions they will be asked. The introduction to this series reads as such: 
 Let's change the subject for a moment ... I'm going to read a list of environmental  
 issues that might be problems in some places.  With regard to the place where YOU live,      
 for each issue I'd like to know whether you think this has had no effect, had  
 minor effects, or had major effects ON YOUR FAMILY OR COMMUNITY OVER THE  
 PAST 5 YEARS? 
 
Following this primer, respondents are then asked about the host of environmental issues that 
may or may not be affecting the place where they reside. The item about extreme weather reads 
as such:  
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 Unusual or extreme weather-related events 
 Do you think this has had no effect...had minor effects ...or had major effects  
 ON YOUR FAMILY OR COMMUNITY OVER THE PAST 5 YEARS? 
 
This item has three response categories, namely "no effect," minor effects," and "major effects." 
Respondents also have the option of declining to answer or responding with "don't know/not 
sure." Of the 7,118 in the sample, only 9 respondents gave no answer and 82 responded by 
saying they did not know or weren't sure. About forty-four percent (3,065) of respondents in the 
sample reported no effects, thirty-three percent (2,314) reported minor effects, and twenty-three 
percent (1,648) reported major effects of extreme or unusual weather. Missing values on this 
particular item were not significantly related to any independent variables of interest in this 
research. On the other hand, some independent variables of interest did have missing values 
totals which theoretically could have affected results. A discussion of how these missing values 
were accounted for is provided in the following methods of analysis sub-section. 
 Since there is a distinction between "minor effects" and "major effects" of extreme or 
unusual weather events, I also tested for significant differences in the likelihood of respondents 
reporting major versus minor effects and arrived at some interesting results. Better educated 
individuals, individuals believing climate change is happening now due mainly to human 
activities, and individuals living in counties with higher property damage are significantly less 
likely to express minor versus major effects of extreme weather (Appendix C). On the other 
hand, those favoring conservation rules, higher income, and self-identified Republicans are more 
likely to report minor versus major effects (Appendix C). Finally, I found there to be significant 
county-to-county variation net of all individual- and county-level fixed effects in the model 
(Appendix C). I return to these findings later in my concluding section. For the major portions of 
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 analyses, I focused on differences between those who either reported major or minor effects and 
those who reported no effects at all because this dichotomy corresponds more directly to my 
research questions. 
 
3.1.3 Independent variables: individual characteristics 
 The CERA coastal surveys feature a host of useful and analytically important individual-
level background questions. All of those variables used as independent, moderating, or control 
factors in the analysis of the present study are outlined in Table 3.2. Descriptive statistics for 
independent variables are given in Table 3.3. 
Table 3.2. Individual-level Independent Variables      
Variable   Treatment        
Age    Continuous          
Sex    0 - male, 1 – female       
Race    0 - non-Hispanic white, 1 - Non-white    
Income   -2 - <$20k, -1 - $20-40k, 0 - $40-60k, 1 - $60-90k, 2 - $90-  
   160k, 3 - >$160k       
Education   -1 - high school/less, 0 - some college, 1 - college graduate,  
   2 - post-graduate        
Newcomer   0 - lived here as a child, 1 - newcomer as an adult   
Own    0 - renter, 1 - own home      
Political Party  1 - democrat, 2 - independent, 3 – republican   
Conservation Rules  1 - bad here, 2 - no effect, 3 - good here  
Climate Change Beliefs 1 - don't know/not applicable, 2 - not now, 3 - now/natural,   
   4 - now/human   











 Table 3.3. Descriptive Statistics for Independent Variables     
Variable  Obs.  Range   Mean   SD 
Age   7,018  0-96+   57.14   15.72 
Sex   7,118  0,1(female)  00.60   00.49 
Race   6,980  0,1(non-white) 00.11   00.32 
Income  5,844  1-6($<20k -   03.23   01.48 
     $160k+)       
Education  7,031  1-4(high school or  02.28   01.06 
     less - post-grad)      
Newcomer  6,934  0,1(yes)  00.67   00.47 
Own   6,921  0,1(own)  00.84   00.37 
Political Party 6,405  1-3(Democrat- 01.93   00.90 
     Republican)    
Conservation Rules 7,118  1-3(bad-good)  02.10   00.76  
Climate Change  
Beliefs   5,600  1-4(don't know- 03.20   00.89 
     now/human)  
             
 
 The major individual-level background characteristics of interest in my research are 
respondents' income, education, whether or not respondents' were newcomers to their areas as 
adults, whether respondents' rent or own their home, their political party affiliation, their 
perceptions of the effects of conservation rules on their communities, and their beliefs about 
climate change (viewed in part as proxies for broader "environmentalist" values). Including 
income in statistical models reduces the number of observations significantly, but its 
incorporation was necessary for two reasons. First, it could be a salient predictor of extreme or 
unusual weather effects perceptions because higher incomes could be associated with increased 
ability to guard against some of the more damaging effects of extreme weather, if not completely 
buffer oneself due to the careful placement of high priced homes. Individuals who can afford to 
"weather the storm," so-to-speak, might have different views of extreme or unusual weather 
events which might be affecting nearby (and perhaps lower income) residents in very different 
ways. A second important reason to include income, despite its high frequency of missing 
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 values, is that it is useful for comparisons with previous research10. Given these circumstances, I 
dealt with missing values through multiple imputation, described in the following section. 
 Respondents' educational attainment is important as a potential predictor of 
extreme/unusual weather effects perceptions, but it has also been shown to interact with political 
party affiliation in affecting climate change and other environmental views across numerous 
studies (McCright and Dunlap 2011; Hamilton 2008; Hamilton, Cutler, and Schaefer 2012; 
Hamilton and Keim 2009; Hamilton, Colocousis, and Duncan 2010; Malka, Krosnick, and 
Langer 2009). I will test this interaction effect along with the main effects and other interactions 
of possible interest.  
 Prior research established the importance of education as an independent factor in 
environmental attitude research. Education also has salience in my research because higher 
education could be associated with the type of higher socioeconomic position that could insulate 
individuals from the most severe consequences of extreme/unusual weather events. On the other 
hand, higher education has been associated with higher levels of support for conserving 
resources and restricting development, suggesting that more education precipitates a heightened 
sensitivity to the environmental issues (Hamilton et al 2010). Education is a complex variable 
and has been demonstrated to operate through the prism of ideology in its influence on individual 
perceptions of environmental issues, so it seems undoubtedly important to include here as well. 
 Owners versus renters and newcomers to the region versus lifetime residents could hold 
quite different views on the effects of extreme or unusual weather events. Homeowners may 
10 Hamilton et al (2010) addressed the issue of income and missing values by testing models with and without it 
included and determined that its inclusion did not "bias the conclusions either way," so they left it in the model for 
"comparability with previous studies." 
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 have more at stake in the case of extreme or unusual weather, especially lower income 
homeowners living in areas of relative deprivation. On the other hand, renters may experience 
fewer obligations to deal with or rebuild in the aftermath of extreme or unusual weather events. 
Conversely, renters may experience stress and frustration from the resultant disruption to their 
lives if they are forced to move in the aftermath of extreme weather events completely 
decimating their residences. These represent just a few good reasons for why owning versus 
renting is an analytically important variable to the explanation of extreme weather effects 
perceptions.  
Similarly, length of residence, expressed in terms of whether or not respondents' migrated 
to their areas of residence as adults, could influence their relative perceptions of the kind of 
weather that is, or should be, considered "usual" or typical in their respective regions. Long-time 
and lifelong residents may be less sensitive to the impact of extreme weather because of their 
identification with predominant local attitudes about the abnormality or unpredictability of 
perennial weather patterns. For instance, lifelong residents may internalize the locally-based 
belief that their region has high variability in year-to-year and season-to-season weather, so an 
extreme or unusual weather event might conform to this dominant belief of the local social 
milieu. By contrast, newcomers to the region (people who migrated in as adults) may not be 
socialized into the local culture and as a result could view a severe weather event as actually 
unusual or particularly extreme given what they may be used to.  
 Perhaps the most analytically important individual-level variables in my research are 
those that represent "personal values:” political party identification, beliefs about the effects of 
conservation rules on local communities, and beliefs about climate change. While political party 
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 identification is more salient as a proxy for personal values, the connection of perceptions of 
conservation rules to personal values is not so easy to convey. One way to demonstrate this 
connection is through bivariate analyses. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 graph the relationship between 
political party identification and individuals' beliefs about conservation rules and climate change, 
respectively. 
 A majority of Democrats in the sample report conservation rules have been good where 
they live, whereas Republicans more often report conservation rules have been bad where they 
live as opposed to good. There is nearly an equal number reporting conservation rules have had 
no effect. This relationship between party and beliefs about conservation rules is significant and 
in the expected direction, namely that Democrats are more likely to support environmental 
conservation efforts than Republicans. These two variables, however, are certainly not measuring 
the same thing nor are they mapped on to each other perfectly. Fourteen percent of Democrats 
view conservation rules as bad where they live and twenty-four percent of Republicans view 
them as good. 
 
 Additionally, conservation rules could matter in different ways to residents of each of the 
regions in the sample, whereas party affiliation likely has a more consistent meaning across 
regional boundaries. Therefore, both were tested for their independent direct relationships with 
the dependent variable, as well as their interactions with other variables of interest. As we might 
expect, there's an even greater partisan divide on the issue of climate change (Figure 3.2). Sixty-
seven percent of Democrats believe climate change is happening due mainly to human activities, 
whereas sixty percent of Republicans believe climate change is happening due to natural 
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 phenomena. There is hardly a more divisive issue politically than climate change and this sample 





Figure 3.1: Weighted percent of respondents' beliefs about conservation rules, by political party 
(all regions combined) 







































Figure 3.2: Weighted percent of respondents' beliefs about climate change, by political party 
(all regions combined) 






3.2 Extreme weather indicators 
 
 
3.2.1 Severe thunderstorms 
 
 In addition to the CERA coastal surveys, I will incorporate data on actual weather events 
from two archival sources. The first of these sources is the Storm Prediction Center’s (SPC) 
































 to "provide timely and accurate forecasts and watches for severe thunderstorms and tornadoes 
over the contiguous United States," (http://www.spc.noaa.gov/faq/#1.1). The SPC has archived 
significant severe weather events since January 3, 2000. The archive is accessed via a simple 
search engine at http://www.spc.noaa.gov/exper/archive/events/.  
 I selected severe thunderstorm events because the data can be compared cross-regionally. 
Some severe weather events are not amenable to this type of analysis, such as major snowstorms, 
because of their extremely low probability of happening in the Gulf Coast or similar southern 
and particularly warmer year-round climates. Droughts were also passed over for the similar 
reason that they were not prevalent in any of the areas under study over the course of the time 
period selected (droughts and other weather event types, however, are included in the property 
damage estimates described in the next section).  
The SPC website's introduction to the STEA is keen to point out that; "Organized severe 
thunderstorm episodes can occur anywhere in the United States in any month of the year. The 
synoptic environments in which these storms develop can vary in many ways depending on 
region of the country and time of the year," 
(http://www.spc.noaa.gov/exper/archive/events/introduction.html). Clearly severe thunderstorm 
data is useful for my research, but it still presents some limitations worth pointing out. Although 
severe thunderstorms can occur anywhere and at any time, they are nonetheless quite variable 
depending upon the environment of the region in which they occur. As the SPC makes clear: 
  Climatologically most of the severe thunderstorm episodes in the United States occur  
in an area bound by the continental divide on the west side and a line approximately 1000 – 1200 miles 
east of the continental divide on the east side. The part of the United States east of this high frequency area 
has a large number of severe thunderstorm episodes but not near the number in  the high  frequency area. 
The part of the United States west of the continental divide has an extremely low frequency of severe 





 Event selection by the SPC is highly structured. The SPC uses guidelines11 for event day 
selection and they differ depending on whether the storms occurred either east or west of the 
Rocky Mountains. Selection of events for inclusion may vary a little from the "strict definition" 
of severe thunderstorms: "A severe thunderstorm is a thunderstorm which produces hail 3/4 inch, 
and/or damaging winds or wind 50 knots, and or a tornado," 
(http://www.spc.noaa.gov/exper/archive/events/introduction.html). From these data, I 
constructed a variable for the frequency of severe thunderstorm events at the county-level over 
the 5 years preceding the date of the survey interview. This variable's construction and usage will 
be detailed more in the following section.  
 The STEA archives thunderstorm events which include severe winds, hail, and tornados. 
Event frequencies for each county were tabulated from the archived data on events that occurred 
over the course of the 5 years preceding the date of the survey. These county-level tabulations 
were then aggregated into regional-level totals and log-transformed to deal with skew prior to 
analyses. The pre-logged and log base 10 totals at the regional-level are presented in Table 3.4. 
While potentially useful for predicting perceptions of individuals in regions that experience 
many thunderstorms, these data are likely less useful in regions where relatively few 
thunderstorms occur, such as Southeast Alaska (Table 3.4).  Therefore, this measure of weather 
conditions is hindered by its inability to take into account the actual event types which most 
frequently affect certain regions in the sample. Moreover, this measure does not take into 
account the magnitude of these thunderstorms as it is only a frequency of events. The severity of 
11 Event day selection guidelines are given in Appendix A. 
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 thunderstorms in Louisiana, for example, could be markedly different than those occurring in 
other regions represented in the sample. This thunderstorm event total has some serious 
limitations worth keeping in mind during the discussion of findings from analyses. 
 
Table 3.4. Extreme Weather Indicators        
Region  STEA Events(log10)  SED Property Damage, in    
       millions(log10) 
Columbia 
 Clatsop, OR     8(0.954)  81.393(1.911)   
 Pacific, WA     8(0.954)  26.396(1.422)     
Downeast ME  
 Hancock, ME  50(1.708)    1.920(0.283) 
 Washington, ME  63(1.806)    0.873(-0.059)  
Gulf FL 
 Bay, FL                               49(1.699)  28.126(1.450)                                  
 Franklin, FL  22(1.362)  20.498(1.312) 
 Gulf, FL   12(1.114)  24.023(1.381)    
Gulf LA 
 Plaquemines, LA  25(1.415)        7,082.670(3.851)   
 Terrebonne, LA  60(1.785)           384.377(2.585)     
Olympic 
 Clallam, WA    5(0.778)    5.100(0.708) 
 Grays Harbor, WA   5(0.778)  35.262(1.547)     
SE Alaska 
 Ketchikan, AK    1(0.301)    1.766(0.247) 
 Other*     0(0.000)    1.766(0.247)    
             
*Haines Borough, AK; Hoonah-Angoon CA, AK; Juneau Borough, AK; Petersburg CA, AK; Prince of Wales, AK; 
Sitka Borough, AK; Skagway Borough, AK; Wrangell Borough, AK; Yakutat Borough, AK 
  
 Given the flaws inherent in the thunderstorm event measure, I complimented it through 
the use of property damage data from another national severe storm events reporting archive 
described in depth below. Property damage estimates are useful for two reasons: (1) It adds 
another measure of severe weather event impact which can add to the overall validity of the 
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 county-level weather dataset used in this study, especially since this damage measure includes 
impacts from virtually all event types, and (2) property damage adds an element that gets at the 
actual impact of severe weather events on communities and their members' built environments. 
Much of the prior research on coastal storms has focused on frequency and intensity (or 
magnitude) of storms (Vose et al 2014), but there is no scale for intensity of severe 
thunderstorms in the same manner scales are used to measure the intensity of tornadoes and 
winter or tropical storms.  
Prior research has demonstrated the usefulness of direct property damage as a measure of 
the human impact of natural hazards. Kevin Ash and colleagues (2014) recently studied regional 
impacts of natural hazards utilizing data on property losses due to severe thunderstorm hazards, 
tropical cyclones, and coastal and freshwater flooding. They included a place-based statistical 
comparison of hazard losses by creating "relative loss ratios" based on an estimate of county-
level gross domestic product as a proxy for county wealth (Ash et al 2014). According to Ash 
and colleagues, impacts from hazards are well construed in terms of property losses because state 
and federal disaster relief funds are increasingly prioritized for communities experiencing the 
greatest financial burdens from natural disasters (2014).  
 
3.2.2 Property damage from all storm events 
 The Storm Events Database (SED) is maintained by the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration's (NOAA) National Climatic Data Center (NCDC). The NCDC 
receives its data on storms from the National Weather Service (NWS) on a continuing and 
regular basis and the NWS receives its storm reports from "a variety of sources, which include 
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 but are not limited to: county, state, and federal emergency management officials, local law 
enforcement officials, skywarn spotters, NWS damage surveys, newspaper clipping services, the 
insurance industry and the general public," (https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/stormevents/faq.jsp). 
The accuracy of this data is addressed in this disclaimer provided on the NCDC's website: 
Storm Data is an official publication of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric  
Administration (NOAA) which documents the occurrence of storms and other  
significant weather phenomena having sufficient intensity to cause loss of life,  
injuries, significant property damage, and/or disruption to commerce. In addition,              
 it is a partial record of other significant meteorological events, such as record  
maximum or minimum temperatures or precipitation that occurs in connection with  
another event. Some information appearing in Storm Data may be provided by or  
gathered from sources outside the National Weather Service (NWS), such as the media,  
law enforcement and/or other government agencies, private companies, individuals, etc.  
An effort is made to use the best available information but because of time and resource constraints, 
information from these sources may be unverified by the NWS. Therefore,  
when using information from Storm Data, customers should be cautious as the NWS 
 does not guarantee the accuracy or validity of the information. Further, when it is  
apparent information appearing in Storm Data originated from a source outside the NWS (frequently credit 
is provided), Storm Data customers requiring additional information  
should contact that source directly. In most cases, NWS employees will not have the  
knowledge to respond to such requests. In cases of legal proceedings, Federal  
regulations generally prohibit NWS employees from appearing as witnesses in litigation      
not involving the United States, (https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/stormevents/faq.jsp). 
 
 Although the accuracy or validity of data is not guaranteed by the NWS, the variety of 
sources tapped to derive this information lends it a degree of credibility. Nevertheless, I utilized 
a second weather events database in order to try to maximize the reliability and validity of the 
weather data used in this study. Keeping validity and reliability concerns in view, these data are 
extremely useful as a source to construct a basic measure of property damage from severe 
weather events at the level of the county. The data are searchable via the online search tool at 
https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/stormevents/. Users can filter by date down to the day, beginning in 
1996 and through to the most recent update. For each storm event reported in the Storm Events 
Database, information is given on the location of the event, the county or zone it took place 
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 within, the state, the exact date, the local time and time zone, the event type, the magnitude of 
the event (where applicable), the number of direct human deaths resulting from the event, the 
number of direct human injuries resulting from the event, the estimated property damage total (in 
US dollars), and the estimated crop damage total (in US dollars).  
 The SED property damage estimates variable is a continuous indicator of property 
damage from all county-based (floods, hail, heavy rain, winds, and tornadoes) and zone-based 
storm events (astronomical low tide, avalanche, blizzard, coastal flood, cold/wind chill, dense 
fog, drought, excessive heat, hurricane, ice storm, lakeshore flood, storm surge/tide, tropical 
storm, tsunami, and volcanic ash) in U.S. dollars. This variable was also log-transformed to deal 
with its skew. The pre-logged values for each county are given in Table 3.3. The Gulf Coast 
region, including both Louisiana and Florida, was the hardest hit over this 5-year span when 
considering both events and damage. All of the major hurricanes, including Hurricane Katrina, 
are included in these variables. Even without the hurricane season of 2005, however, the Gulf 
Coast region would still have the highest totals in property damage from severe weather events. 
Downeast Maine also had a relatively high number of events, but the total property damage in 
the region is a small fraction of the totals in the Gulf. The Pacific Northwest had few reported 
events, but relatively moderate property damage totals. Southeast Alaska experienced the least 
damage and events according to these data. Given the high variability between events and 
damage totals, it seems appropriate to have both indicators in order to capture a fuller picture of 
the severe weather experienced in these regions over the 5-year period under study. Additionally, 
much of the current research on impacts from environmental disasters is utilizing measures of 
direct property losses in order to estimate the impacts on communities and local economies (Ash 
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 et al 2014). As demonstrated in the preceding sub-sections, there are multiple good reasons to 
justify the inclusion of both storm event frequency and property damage.  
 
 
3.3 County characteristics 
 
 
 The American Community Survey (ACS) is an ongoing yearly data collection effort 
conducted by the United States Census Bureau. Starting in 2010, the decennial census 
transitioned to the sole use of short-form surveys asking only a handful of basic demographic 
questions. In-depth household and individual information, such as education, income, and other 
detailed socioeconomic information, has been reassigned entirely to the ACS for collection. As 
opposed to a full count, the ACS is a random sample survey sent to only a small percentage of 
households in the United States. It is nevertheless a useful tool for researchers, especially those 
conducting cross-regional comparisons, because it provides timely, uniform data on a host of 
important socioeconomic characteristics (U.S. Census Bureau, 2009).  
 I utilized the 2010 5-year estimates of the county poverty rate collected by the ACS. 
These data are particularly useful to my research because of the 5-year frame, as the dependent 
variable asked respondents to report weather effects in their area within a 5-year span just prior 
to the survey administration. Specifically, I incorporated the percent of all people in poverty at 






 Table 3.5. Socioeconomic Context (Poverty) Indicator      
Region   % in poverty  Region   % in poverty 
Columbia      Southeast Alaska 
 Clatsop, OR   12.8   Juneau, AK  6.5 
 Pacific, WA   16.8   Ketchikan, AK  8.3 
Downeast Maine      Petersburg, AK  9.7  
 Hancock, ME   11.5   Prince of Wales, AK       14.0 
 Washington, ME   19.8   Sitka Borough, AK 7.0 
Gulf FL       Skagway, AK             10.8 
 Bay, FL    12.4   Wrangell, AK  8.3 
 Franklin, FL   25.6   Yakutat, AK  4.3 
 Gulf, FL    19.5 
Gulf LA 
 Plaquemines, LA   11.6 
 Terrebonne, LA   17.4 
Olympic 
 Clallam, WA   14.3 
 Grays Harbor, WA  16.1 
Southeast Alaska 
 Haines Borough, AK      7.2 
 Hoonah-Angoon, AK  15.9 
             
 
  
 County poverty is analytically important for a number of reasons. First, the county 
poverty rate is likely to be an accurate indicator of the available tax base, which is typically 
linked to the institutional and infrastructural development of communities. Communities with 
more wealthy and high income residents logically have more resources to withstand the impact 
or rebuild in the aftermath of major storm events than communities with higher poverty and thus 
fewer high earning, wealthy households to draw revenue from. County poverty may also indicate 
the kind of social milieu related to either economic distress or relative comfort. In counties with 
particularly high poverty, other indicators of economic deprivation may be present, such as high 
unemployment. These factors could be suggestive of the relative resilience of communities 
following the occurrence, and perhaps persistence, of severe weather events.  
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   Since the CERA coastal surveys interviewed respondents in living in metropolitan and 
micropolitan statistical areas, I constructed a dichotomous indicator of metropolitan and 
micropolitan or rural residence from the 2010 U.S. Census designations. This (sub)urban-rural 
distinction may prove important in analyses for a variety of reasons. Urban versus rural residents 
have been shown to hold varying views on environmental issues in prior research (Dunlap and 
Van Liere 1984; Freudenburg 1991; Mohai and Twight 1987; Lowe and Pinhey 1982). Beyond 
the prior literature, however, it seems logically coherent to expect differing perceptions 
specifically about extreme/unusual weather between urban/suburban and rural residents due to 
the differences in institutional and infrastructural capacities to protect against and respond to 
disasters. For instance, rural residents may have to wait longer than (sub)urban residents to have 








3.4.1 Regional differences in weather perceptions 
 Bivariate statistical analyses revealed interesting place-based variation in perceptions of 
extreme or unusual weather events (Figure 3.3). Interestingly, residents of Gulf Coast Louisiana 
and Florida reported very different levels of effects on their community or family over the 5 
years preceding the date of the survey. Almost half of respondents in Louisiana reported "major 
effects," whereas only about twenty percent of Floridians reported the same experiences. Both 
Gulf Coast Louisiana and Florida had a high number of severe events, but Louisiana had 
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 markedly higher property damage as a result of weather events. That being said, Florida did 
sustain high property damage compared to the other regions. Similarly to the Floridian 
responses, Downeast Maine residents reported relatively low effects while the region had the 
highest number of severe thunderstorm events of all regions sampled. It seems apparent that the 
characteristics of these places and the respondents who live there matter to the formation of their 
effects perceptions over and above the actual incidence of weather events themselves (see 





Figure 3.3: Weighted percent of respondents reporting "no effect," "minor effects," or "major 
effects" of extreme or unusual weather events by region.  


























































 3.4.2 Mixed-effects modeling 
 Both individual and place effects can be modeled together using the advanced statistical 
technique of mixed effects modeling. As opposed to single-level models which assume effects 
remain the same across units, mixed effects models are multi-level and thus can "capture 
heterogeneity across units" by "allowing for random variation in intercepts or slopes," (Hamilton 
et al 2010). Also, as previous authors have pointed out, the errors of observations within single 
units are likely correlated (Hamilton et al 2010; Luke 2004). Therefore, I utilized a mixed effects 
model with a random intercept for county clusters in the data. Random intercepts thus allow for 
place-to-place differences in perceptions that are not explained by other individual 
characteristics, county characteristics, or weather variables explicitly in the model. 
 Beyond the practical advantages over single-level models, a mixed-effects modeling 
technique can help to address the conceptual and theoretical considerations of the present study. 
Significant county-level variation, net of individual- and county-level characteristics, can 
represent shared meanings arising from the local circumstances particular to the CERA survey 
regions and the counties that make them up. Perceptions of extreme weather events are likely 
“shared” and “emplaced” in much the same way beliefs about conservation or urban sprawl have 
been shown to be (Hamilton et al 2010). It is my contention that the conceptual frame of 
emergence can explain how extreme weather perceptions can vary so significantly from place-to-
place even after controlling for a variety individually- and place-based characteristics.  
Prior studies in this area have not construed environmental attitudes, beliefs, or 
perceptions as emergent properties, but research looking at neighborhood-level variation in 
collective efficacy has applied emergence in order to explain how moral cynicism, altruism, and 
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 perceptions of disorder are shared properties arising from social-interactional and institutional 
processes at the level of the neighborhood (Sampson 2012). A significant contribution of my 
research is that weather perceptions, much like perceptions of neighborhood disorder, likely arise 
from the ground up through shared local contexts. Mixed effects modeling illuminated the 
existence of place-specific contexts such as these. 
 Binary logistic regression was chosen after multiple tests were conducted using a variety 
of other regression techniques. The three response categories, namely “no effect,” “minor 
effects,” and “major effects,” were determined to be best construed as a dichotomous indicator of 
either “no effect” or “effects” because no significant or theoretically interesting differences arose 
from tests between “major” and “minor” effects12. This suggests that my analyses are sufficiently 
robust to draw conclusions from. In addition to the aforementioned qualities, findings from 
binary logistic regression are easier to explain than ordered logistic output (Hamilton et al 2010).  
 
3.4.3 Multiple imputation of missing values 
 The problem of missing cases is commonplace in survey research, but the manner of 
dealing with it can vary depending upon the analytical circumstances. In this case, the individual-
level income measure from the CERA surveys brings with it a sizeable number of missing 
observations. As an item on surveys, personal (or family) income is often problematic due to the 
sensitive nature of disclosing such information. Many survey respondents decline to answer and 
12 In addition to binary logistic regression, multinomial and ordered logistic models were tested to be certain that the 
dependent variable is best construed as a dichotomous indicator. The response categories of “major” and “minor” 
effects demonstrated similar relationships to the “no effect” response category and only property damage was 
predictive of significant variation between those who reported “major” versus “minor” effects. A unit increase in the 
log-transformed property damage variable corresponded to a 35% increase in the odds of reporting major versus 
minor effects of extreme or unusual weather. 
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 as a result the income item is often placed towards the end of surveys to ensure that respondents 
remain willing to answer the more important questions to the principal investigators who design 
the surveys. The CERA surveys were no exception to this general rule of thumb in survey 
research. Information about respondents’ incomes was requested near the end of every CERA 
coastal survey utilized in this research. As to be expected, nearly 1,400 respondents did not 
answer the items associated with personal and family income.  
 One method for dealing with missing values is to drop the unimportant variables that 
reduce observations, but individual-level income is important to retain for a couple reasons. First, 
prior studies on environmental attitudes, beliefs, and perceptions have utilized income, so I will 
make every effort to include it for the simple purpose of comparability. Additionally, and 
perhaps more importantly, individuals’ income levels likely correspond to their relative abilities 
to avoid, withstand, or endure the most destructive effects of extreme or unusual weather events. 
For instance, a high-income family could afford to live in a development insulated from floods 
due to factors related to decisions made by contractors to position the development on elevated 
territory or in places not prone to damaging weather events. Even in the case of an expensive 
home positioned in an untenable spot, however, the high-income earning residents would be 
better able to afford costly repairs than low-income families living in lower cost housing. 
Therefore, in the case extreme weather and relative to prior research on environmental beliefs, 
income will be included in my final analyses and conclusions.  
 In order to preserve income in the models while ensuring stability of findings, I will 
incorporate multiple imputation (MI). MI is a statistical technique that predicts a subsample of 
values for missing data based on present values from other variables. Predicted values are filled 
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 in for missing data, or “imputed,” and this process is repeated multiple times in order to 
reproduce the variability associated with missing values and the uncertainty involved in 
estimating predicted values. As Wayman pointed out, MI is not guessing or making up data, but 
instead is a method for delivering analyses which make use of all available information (2003). 
This procedure is preferred over simply deleting cases because case-deletion can lead to biased 
results if data are not missing entirely at random. In the example of income discussed above, 
there are sufficient reasons to believe self-reported income data are not completely missing at 
random. Using the MI technique, I compared imputed and non-imputed models in order to be 
certain that missing values do not bias the results of the non-imputed models. If the non-imputed 
and imputed models show the essentially the same results, I can be confident my results are not 
biased by missing data on income, which could reasonably be a concern given that my dependent 
variable deals with effects from damaging weather events. Appendix B contains detailed 
statistical analysis including the regression and MI tables. 
 Some critics of MI techniques have argued that even when it is properly applied, MI is 
“highly inefficient,” (Nielsen 2003). As the “father of MI,” Donald Rubin, points out, MI is 
“potentially inefficient” if the “complete-data analysis is inefficient,” but little evidence has been 
provided to support the notion that MI is extraordinarily inefficient compared to the 
imperfections of most other applied statistics (Rubin 2003). Moreover, the use of MI can only be 
valid if the user’s procedure isn’t entirely arbitrary (Rubin 2003). In other words, the implicit 
assumption of MI is that the multiple imputations are “only correcting for missing data, and not 
attempting the impossible task of correcting for flaws in all subsequent complete-data analyses,” 
(Rubin 2003). In my case, the procedure is not at all arbitrary given the nature of the income 
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 variable and its relevance to the dependent variable. Also, I am only interested in the possibility 
of missing data biasing my results, thus I am only using MI as a method for estimating this 
possibility, as Rubin prescribes. Put another way, I am not concerned with whether or not to 
impute, but rather with what the comparison of imputed and non-imputed models tells me about 




































 In this section I use descriptive statistics to characterize the variable distributions, and 
bivariate analyses to explore simple correlations. Some of these may turn out to be spurious - 
correlations between two variables that are explained by some third, unincorporated factor. 
Therefore, I return to these hypotheses in section 4.2 with more rigorous tests using multivariate 






 4.1.1 Hypothesis H1 
Impact and frequency of severe weather events, objectively measured by the 5-year, county-level 
total of severe weather events and property damage in dollars, will influence subjective 
individual perceptions of extreme or unusual weather events. 
 Objective material conditions were significantly related to perceptions of extreme or 
unusual weather events. The log-transformed, 5-year property damage estimates were positively 
associated with extreme weather perceptions. Respondents living in areas with higher property 
damage totals were more likely to report that extreme or unusual weather events had either minor 
or major effects on their communities than those who live in areas with fewer total dollars in 
property damage (Figure 4.1). The 5-year severe thunderstorm events total, however, was only 
weakly associated with extreme weather perceptions (Figure 4.2). This distinction between 
thunderstorm events and overall property damage highlights important conceptual and analytical 
issues related to research of this kind. First, property damage appears to be a more useful 
contextual variable than the sum of weather events, with the added caveat that this research only 
considered the number of thunderstorm events in coastal areas, not the intensity or magnitude, 
and the property damage estimates included a wider variety of weather event types. Second, 
property damage appears to be a more salient measure of human impacts from extreme or 
unusual weather than the basic tabulation of the number of events in a given area. That being 
said, property damage in dollars might be experienced differently depending upon levels of 
individual or county wealth and income. Therefore, it will be important to consider social 
position and socioeconomic context, in this case using the measures of county poverty rates and 
individual-level incomes.  
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  A few interesting takeaways arise from the comparison of Figures 4.1 and 4.2. First, 
respondents in Gulf Coast Florida were somewhat anomalous in their perceptions of extreme 
weather relative to respondents in other areas of the sample. Gulf Coast Florida sustained 
relatively moderate property damage and had the third most severe thunderstorm events, yet 
respondents to that survey were slightly less likely to report effects than those to the Columbia, 
Olympic and Downeast Maine surveys, and much less likely to report effects than their coastal 
neighbors from the Gulf Coast Louisiana survey. Also, property damage helps to explain the 
relatively high level of effects perceptions among respondents to the Columbia and Olympic 
surveys. According to Figure 4.2, it would appear that residents in the Columbia and Olympic 
Peninsula coastal regions perceived effects from relatively very few thunderstorm events, but an 
inspection of Figure 4.1 reveals that the severe weather events which did occur in those areas, 
including major snow and other types of events, were quite impactful on the regions' built 
environments. This suggests that it is not just the number of extreme or unusual weather events, 
but also the relative damage inflicted by the events that matter to the formation of individuals' 
perceptions of such events. Additionally, thunderstorms are only one kind of problem, whereas 
"extreme weather" encompasses other events in places like the Pacific Northwest where 






Figure 4.1: Weighted percent of respondents reporting "minor/major effects" of extreme/unusual 
weather vs 5-year property damage estimates from severe weather events (log scaled).13  

















13 The property damage/weather perception relationship remained significant and in the same direction without the 
Gulf Coast Louisiana sub-sample, confirming that Gulf LA did not bias this result as an outlier on the property 
damage indicator.  
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Figure 4.2: Weighted percent of respondents reporting "major/minor effects" from 
extreme/unusual weather events vs total number of severe thunderstorm events. 
             
 
 
4.1.2 Hypothesis H2 
Values, as measured by political identity, beliefs about the effects of conservation rules, and 
beliefs about climate change, also influence perceptions of extreme or unusual weather events. 
 Figure 4.3 charts the weighted percentages for perceptions about unusual or extreme 
weather, broken down by respondents’ political party. Political affiliation was significantly 
related to weather effects perceptions. Fifty-one percent of self-identified Republicans reported 
"no effects" of extreme or unusual weather events, whereas thirty-five percent of self-identified 
Democrats reported the same (Figure 4.3). This finding is consistent with prior research on the 
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 issues (Van Liere and Dunlap 1980; McCright and Dunlap 2010) and local (Hamilton et al 2010; 
Hamilton and Stampone 2013; Hamilton and Safford 2014). My analysis extends earlier findings 
by showing evidence of ideological effects on perceptions of extreme or unusual events. It 
suggests that ideology powerful enough to affect how individuals perceive objective and 
substantial natural events.  
 Extreme or unusual weather perceptions were also found to be significantly related to 
respondents' personal beliefs about the issue of climate change. Those who believed climate 
change is not happening now or is happening now due to natural causes were more likely to say 
extreme or unusual weather events have had no effect than those who believed climate change is 
happening now and is due to human activity (Figure 4.4). This finding particularly interesting 
given the rich literature that has shown a relationship between political identity and a wide range 
of other climate change beliefs (Hamilton 2008; Hamilton et al 2012; McCright and Dunlap 
2010; Hamilton and Keim 2009; Hamilton 2011; Malka et al 2009; Leiserowitz 2006) because it 
suggests that what individuals believe about the environment can substantially influence how 
they actually perceive major events in the environment, such as extreme or unusual weather. 
 One important caveat to the party measure is that it may mask the presence of ideological 
fringes within the sample, which may influence the divisions we are seeing along party lines. For 
example, the Tea Party movement often represents the ideological fringe within the Republican 
Party on many social, economic, and environmental issues. If a sizable number of Republicans in 
my sample were Tea Party Republicans, there may be significant variance among Republicans to 
the extent that moderate Republicans view extreme weather differently than their Tea Party 
contemporaries. Recent research has shown evidence that non-Tea Party Republicans are closer 
to Independents on science and environmental issues than their Tea Party comrades (Hamilton 
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 and Saito 2014). On the other hand, fringe leftist Democrats may also be masked within the 
broad category of Democrat in my party measure. Their weather perceptions may be more 
heavily influenced by their beliefs about environmental issues than more moderate Democrats, 
especially with respect to climate change.  
 
Figure 4.3: Weighted percent of survey respondents' ‘extreme or unusual weather effects 
perceptions,’ by political party affiliation (all regions combined).   




























Figure 4.4: Weighted percent of respondents' ‘extreme/unusual weather effects perceptions,’ by 
beliefs about climate change (all regions combined).  
             
 
 
4.1.3 Hypothesis H3 
Social privilege or position indicators (such as household income) and socioeconomic context 
(such as county poverty rates) affect perceptions about extreme or unusual weather events. 
 Individual-level socioeconomic position and socioeconomic context were hypothesized to 
affect perceptions about extreme or unusual weather events. In bivariate analysis, both household 
income and county level poverty rates were significantly related to respondents' perceptions 
about the effects of extreme or unusual weather on their families or communities. Figure 4.5 
demonstrates the relationship between respondents' household incomes and percent responding 

































 years preceding the survey. Only half of individuals living in households earning $160,000 per 
year reported effects, as compared to 61% of those in households earning less than $20,000 per 
year. As household income decreases, the likelihood of individuals reporting effects from 
extreme or unusual weather increases. Even individuals in households earning between $90,000 
and $160,000 were more likely to report effects from extreme or unusual weather than those in 
households earning more than $160,000 per year. 
 Socioeconomic context was also hypothesized to have an influence on individual 
perceptions of the effects of extreme or unusual weather events. County poverty, as measured by 
the ACS 5-year estimate, was significantly predictive of individual level perceptions of extreme 
or unusual weather. Figure 4.6 charts the relationship between county poverty rates and survey 
respondents' perceptions of the effects of extreme or unusual weather events. The general trend 
reveals that individuals were more likely to report effects from extreme or unusual weather 
events in counties that had higher poverty rates. Several counties were outside of the confidence 
interval, suggesting that other local factors influenced individual perceptions in those particular 
places.  For example, Plaquemines Parish, Louisiana, was much harder hit by severe storm 
events than other counties surveyed, thus respondents there were more likely to report effects 








Figure 4.5: Weighted percent of survey respondents' 'extreme/unusual weather effects' 
perceptions by household income (all regions included) 





























Figure 4.6: Weighted percent of survey respondents reporting effects of 'extreme or unusual 
weather events' vs the percent of people in poverty at the county level 
             
   
 




 The preceding sections examined relationships between perceived weather impacts and 
its hypothesized predictors. Such bivariate relationships may turn out to be spurious, however, 
and the picture may change as we take many predictors into account at once. To test for 
spuriousness, develop more robust findings, and incorporate the interaction hypotheses, I now 
shift to multivariate analysis. Mixed-effects models provide appropriate methods for these 
multilevel data, which combine individual survey responses from different regions with regional-
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 existence of place-to-place variation not explained by the individual- and county-level variables 
in the model.  
 I employed a mixed-effects, binary logit regression to model perceiving any effects 
(minor or major) as a function of both individual and county level predictors, including weather 
events. Binary logit suits the dichotomous structure of this dependent variable: reporting any 
extreme weather effects (minor or major), coded as 1, and reporting no effects or "do not know," 
the base category coded as 0. The mixed-effects approach helps to deal with regional clustering 
of data which can bias results in a single-level model (Hamilton 2009). It also accounts for the 
potential for effects to vary among units "by allowing for random variation in intercepts... to 
capture the heterogeneity across units," (Hamilton et al, 2010). I included random intercepts with 
each model, to capture "everything else" besides the predictor variables that might cause the 
dependent variables to vary systematically between counties. This approach was particularly 
useful for these data since extreme or unusual weather events can have disproportionate effects 
on different regions due to variation in severity, vulnerability, history, and other conditions. 
 Table 4.1 summarizes results from these regressions of extreme weather perceptions on 
individual and county level predictors. Odds ratios for these logit regressions are given because 
they offer more intuitive interpretations. Odds ratios indicate how much the odds increase or 
decrease multiplicatively with a one-unit change in the independent variable. Odds are related to 
probabilities in that "...the odds of success are defined as the ratio of the probability of success 
over the probability of failure," (IDRE).  Odds ratios run from 0 to positive infinity, with an odds 
ratio of 1.0 indicating "no effect." The relationship between predictor and outcome could be 
termed "positive" with odds ratios above one and "negative" with odds ratios below one.   
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  Independent variables or predictors used in Table 4.1 generally follow the same coding 
scheme presented in Table 3.2, but some of the predictors were centered to reduce collinearity 
problems and simplify the interpretation with interaction. Age is treated as a continuous variable 
and runs from 18 to 96. Sex is coded as 0 for male and 1 for female. Race is coded as 0 for 
"white" and 1 for "non-white." Degree refers to respondents' educational attainment, is ordered-
categorical, and coded -1 for  "high school or less," 0 for "some college/technical school," 1 for 
"college graduate," and 2 for "post-graduate." Income refers to respondents' 2009 household 
income and is ordered-categorical. Codes after centering income on its median category are -2 
for "less than $20,000," -1 for "$20,000 to 40,000," 0 for "$40,000 to 60,000," 1 for "$60,000 to 
90,000," 2 for "$90,000 to 160,000," and 3 for "$160,000 or more." 
 Own vs. rent refers to whether respondents' own or rent their homes and is coded 0 for 
"rent" and 1 for "own." Newcomer refers to whether respondents moved to their current 
communities as adults and is coded 0 for "no" and 1 for "yes." Rules refers to respondents' views 
about the effects of conservation rules on local communities and is coded 1 for "bad here," 2 for 
"no effect," and 3 for "good here." Climate beliefs refers to respondents’ personal beliefs about 
climate change and is coded 1 for "don't know," 2 for "not happening now," 3 for "happening 
now due mainly to natural causes," and 4 for "happening now due mainly to human activities." 
Finally among individual-level predictors, party refers to the respondents' political party 
identification and is coded -1 for "Democrat," 0 for "Independent," and 1 for "Republican." 
Table 3.2 summarizes these variable definitions and coding schemes used in the multivariate 
analysis. 
 The effects of four county-level independent variables, metropolitan/rural status, poverty 
rate, 5-year severe thunderstorm events total, and 5-year property damage total from severe 
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 weather events of all types, were tested in the mixed effects, binary logit regressions presented in 
Table 4.1. Metropolitan refers to whether respondents' county of residence is designated 
metropolitan (micropolitan included) or rural by the 2010 US Census and is coded 0 for "rural" 
and 1 for "metro/micro." Both the total thunderstorm events and property damage from all severe 
event types were log-transformed in order to reduce outliers and skew. The pre- and post-
transformation distributions are given in Appendix B. The log-transformed event and property 
damage totals were mean-centered (log10(events) mean = 1.15 and log10(damage) mean = 1.08). 
Finally, poverty refers to the percent of all people in poverty in respondents' county, according to 
the 2010 ACS 5-year estimates.  
 Table 4.1 also presents results from a mixed effects regression of the outcome on the 
same set of predictors, using multiple imputation to work around missing values. Multiple 
imputation was utilized for the pre-estimation imputation of missing cases in certain predictors, 
especially income. Wayman (2003) provided a clear explanation of how multiple imputation 
deals with missing data:  
“In multiple imputation, missing values for any variable are predicted using existing values from  other 
variables. The predicted values, called “imputes”, are substituted for the missing values, resulting in a full data set 
called an “imputed data set.” This process is performed multiple times, producing multiple imputed data sets (hence 
the term “multiple imputation”). Standard statistical analysis is carried out on each imputed data set, producing 
multiple analysis results. These analysis results are then combined to produce one overall analysis.” 
 
Multiple imputation was a useful technique to this research because missing values on the 
income indicator could have biased results. For instance, those who declined to report household 
incomes might also have been more likely to have been affected by extreme weather events than 
their forthcoming counterparts in the sample, or vice versa (depending upon how income relates 
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 to impact vulnerabilities). Therefore, multiple imputation is preferred over simply dropping 
observations with missing values from the analysis (casewise deletion). It's important to note that 
multiple imputation is not "guessing," but rather "creating imputes is a mechanism to deliver an 
analysis making use of all available information," (Wayman 2003). Also, multiple imputation 
aims to restore natural variability in the missing data, and the method incorporates "the 
uncertainty caused by estimating missing data," (Wayman 2003). For more detailed information, 
output from analyses run in STATA 12 are provided in full in Appendix B.  
 Alternative approaches to regressing the outcome on this set of predictors, such as OLS, 
ordered, and multinomial logit, were tested, but binary logit was preferred for a number of 
reasons. Results were essentially identical across all variations on the outcome and in the various 
regression techniques mentioned, however (see Appendix B). Treatment of the outcome as a 
dichotomous variable did not adversely affect results in any meaningful way. This is directly 
related to the second reason for choosing to stay with a dichotomy, namely that impacts from 
extreme weather are easiest to speak of in terms of respondents' either having perceived at least 
some effects or no effects at all. There were no salient differences between those who reported 
minor or major effects. The independent variables behave similarly as predictors of those 
perceiving minor or major effects (see Appendix B).  
 As a final note to the multivariate analyses in Table 4.1, I have four distinct models 
corresponding to the analyses run with and without MI, and with and without the climate beliefs 
variable. Models 1 and 2 refer to analyses including climate beliefs, with and without missing 
values imputed respectively. Models 3 and 4, however, refer to analyses without climate beliefs 
because the “climate change beliefs” item was not included on the Downeast Maine CERA 
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 survey. Therefore, Models 1 and 2 do not include survey respondents from Downeast Maine, 
whereas Models 3 and 4 capture the entire sample.   
 Since the severe thunderstorm event indicator was particularly weak as a predictor of 
perceptions and as a measure brings with it a number of significant limitations, I have run the 
analyses without the thunderstorm event indicator and displayed the results in Table 4.2. The 
results in Table 4.2 are the refined analyses and represent the final analyses referred to in the 
discussion in Chapter 5.  
 
4.2.1 Effects of Objective Weather Events 
 H1: Impact and frequency of severe weather events, objectively measured by the 5-year, 
county-level total of severe weather events and property damage in dollars, will influence 
subjective individual perceptions of extreme or unusual weather events. 
 Extreme or unusual weather perceptions increased among residents in counties that 
sustained higher property damage in dollars from severe weather events of all types. As 
presented in Model 1 (Table 4.2), the odds of respondents who reported effects of extreme or 
unusual weather events increased by 45.3% for each factor of 10 increase in property damage 
from severe weather events. Model 2 (Table 4.1) demonstrates that this effect persisted through 
imputation of missing values on important predictors such as household income. Therefore, 
measurement and analysis of objective impacts on communities from severe weather events 
proved useful and important in the prediction of individuals' severe weather perceptions.  This 
makes logical sense given that high dollar value impacts from severe weather have visible 
consequences in these areas and may affect respondents personally, such as seeing, hearing from 
other residents, or experiencing damage to homes and the burden of reconstruction/repairing in 
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 the aftermath of storms. Additionally, this finding confirms that the bivariate relationship 
between property damage and weather perceptions was not a spurious one (see Figure 4.1).  
 In contrast to this finding, however, the total number of severe thunderstorm events at the 
county level was not found to influence individual perceptions of extreme or unusual weather 
events net of other individual- and county-level predictors. This is unsurprising given the 
relatively weak bivariate relationship between severe thunderstorm events and perceptions 
(Figure 4.2). This also indicates that the total number of severe thunderstorm events is not as 
useful a measure as initially anticipated for this type of research. Not only is it limited in the fact 
that it is purely a frequency and does not incorporate a measure of magnitude of storms, but it is 
also only reporting severe thunderstorm events and therefore does not cover some of the most 
impactful weather types unrelated to thunderstorms occurring in the variety of regions surveyed 
for this sample. For instance, Southeast Alaska had very few severe thunderstorms reported in 
these data, suggesting that thunderstorms are unlikely to stand out among the variety of other 
weather affecting the region.  While storm events were relatively mild, Southeast Alaska did 
experience record high temperatures over the 5-year period preceding survey administration.  
 
4.2.2 Effects of Individual values or beliefs 
H2: Values, as measured by political identity, beliefs about the effects of conservation rules, and 
beliefs about climate change, also influence perceptions of extreme or unusual weather events. 
  Among the individual-level characteristics found to affect extreme/unusual weather 
effects perceptions were individuals' age, sex, educational attainment, and political party 
affiliation. Generally, younger, female, higher educated, and Democratic respondents were more 
likely to perceive effects from extreme weather than their older, male, lower educated, and 
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 Republican counterparts. These findings are entirely consistent with prior research (Van Liere 
and Dunlap 1980; Guagnano and Markee 1995; Dietz et al 2007; Hamilton 2008) on 
environmental attitudes and beliefs, but this study extends the pattern to perceptions of the 
impact of "environmental events," specifically extreme weather in this case. 
 Another contribution of this study is the investigation of how individuals' "environmental 
values" might influence their perceptions of extreme weather events. Both beliefs about 
conservation rules and climate change were found to be predictive of individuals' perceptions of 
the effects of extreme or unusual weather events (Table 4.1). According to Model 1 of Table 4.1, 
the odds of reporting extreme or unusual events increased by 15.1% for a unit increase in the 
conservation rules indicator, meaning that individuals who believed conservation rules were 
good for their communities or had at least no discernible effect were more likely to perceive 
extreme weather effects than individuals who viewed conservation rules as bad for their local 
communities. Also, the odds of reporting effects from extreme or unusual weather were 14.6% 
higher among those who believed climate change is happening now due mainly to human 
activities compared to those who held other climate change beliefs. These two findings reinforce 
one another as important predictors of extreme weather since conservation and climate change 
are two major areas in the trade-off between the environment and the economy. Typically, those 
who favored conservation rules were more likely to believe climate change is happening now, 
due to human activities than those who believe climate change is a natural phenomenon or isn't 
happening at all right now.  
 While individuals’ sex was not included in H2, it did present an interesting phenomenon 
within the models as it related to climate change beliefs and the inclusion of Downeast Maine, in 
which climate beliefs were not assessed. With climate beliefs included in the models (Models 1 
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 and 5), sex did not emerge as a significant predictor of weather perceptions. Once I included 
Downeast Maine by taking out the climate beliefs variable, individuals’ sex was a significant and 
relatively strong predictor of weather perceptions, such that females more often reported effects 
than male respondents. Due to this difference between models with and without Maine included, 
I removed climate beliefs from the models without Maine as well to be sure this was not isolated 
to Downeast Maine. Without climate beliefs in a model that did not include Downeast Maine, 
sex did in fact become a significant predictor of weather perceptions, suggesting that the 
variation in perceptions from individuals’ sex was mediated by individuals’ beliefs about climate 
change. One possible explanation for this could lie in the fact that women are more likely to 
believe that climate change is happening now, due to human activities, but this could also be 
related the predominant finding among studies on risk that women are more likely to express 
concern about environmental hazard risks than men (Kahan et al 2011; McCright and Dunlap 
2013; Finucane et al 2000; Kahan et al 2007; Kalof et al 2002; Shao et al 2014).  
 
4.2.3 Effects of Social Position and Socioeconomic Context 
H3: Social privilege or position indicators (such as household income) and socioeconomic 
context (such as county poverty rates) affect perceptions about extreme or unusual weather 
events. 
 Household income and homeownership versus renting statuses exhibited effects on 
individuals' perceptions of extreme or unusual weather. As presented in Model 1 of Table 4.1, 
the odds of reporting effects from extreme or unusual weather events were 40.5% higher among 
homeowners as compared to their home-renting counterparts. On the other hand, the odds of 
reporting effects from extreme or unusual weather events decreased by 13.4% for a unit increase 
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 in household income. Perhaps one of the reasons lower income is associated with increased 
effects perceptions is because individuals who make less tend to live in areas that might be more 
susceptible to environmental catastrophes or disasters, i.e. low-lying territory in Gulf Coast 
Louisiana. Another explanation could be that individuals who have less disposable income or are 
unable to afford expensive home insurance policies might be more adversely affected by extreme 
or unusual weather events than higher earning individuals. Since homeowners have been found 
to generate higher incomes over time than renters (Di 2007), the findings from this study present 
a challenge to what we might have expected based on previous literature. The interaction 
between median-centered income and the dichotomous owning versus renting variable was 
tested and nothing significant emerged, so homeownership and lower incomes appear to 
independently affect weather perceptions.  
 In the multivariate analyses (Table 4.1), county-level poverty rates were not found to be 
predictive of individuals' perceptions of extreme or unusual weather. Net of individual-level 
characteristics and county-level weather events and property damage, socioeconomic context did 
not significantly improve our ability to predict individuals' perceptions of extreme weather 
events. Individuals' values and particular social and economic circumstances appear to be more 
important in determining how individuals' perceive the impacts of extreme or unusual weather 
events than the broader socioeconomic situation in the areas where individuals reside.  
 
4.2.4 Interaction Effects 
H4: Individual values and social position indicators will exhibit interaction effects, such that 
they moderate the relationship between objectively-measured weather events, and individual 
perceptions about the impacts of weather events. 
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  Previous research has reported a number of interactions involving education or 
knowledge and politics, in other kinds of climate or environmental data. I tested for such effects 
here, and also for analogous events*politics and events*income interactions. The 
education*politics and similar effects did not prove significant, but events*politics (and 
damage*income) did. Such interactions have not previously been reported in this literature, and 
might be unique to event perceptions rather than more general environmental concern. 
  Despite expectations based on findings from many studies in the previous literature 
(McCright 2011), there was no significant interaction between respondents' political party 
affiliation and educational attainment. This suggests that extreme weather events are less 
amenable to the "powerful filter" of ideology than overarching environmental issues, such as 
climate change or the related potential risks to society (Hamilton 2008). That being said, political 
party affiliation was predictive of weather effects perceptions such that the odds of reporting 
either major or minor effects of extreme or unusual weather decreased among those who 
identified as Republicans.  
Political party affiliation, however, was found to interact with the number of severe 
thunderstorm events at the county level. This effect is depicted visually in Figure 4.7.  In 
counties with fewer events, there was a wider divide between Democrats and Republicans on the 
issue of extreme weather effects in comparison with counties that had a higher total number of 
severe thunderstorm events over the 5 years preceding the date of survey administration. Even 
though the partisan gap closed as events increased, there was still a difference between how 
Democrats, Independents, and Republicans viewed the effects of extreme or unusual weather. 
The most pronounced differences, however, were in counties where few, if any, severe 
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 thunderstorm events occurred. In those areas, the odds of reporting effects from extreme weather 
increased by almost a factor of two among Democrats compared to Republicans.  
 As we might expect, independents landed directly in the middle of Democrats and 
Republicans in terms of their extreme weather effects perceptions. This partisan divide is 
strikingly similar to those found in analyses of climate change attitudes and beliefs which have 
demonstrated increased probabilities among Democrats (compared to Republicans) of seeing 
climate change as a threat or believing climate change is happening now and caused mainly by 
human activities (Hamilton 2008; Hamilton, Cutler, and Schaefer 2012; McCright and Dunlap 
2010; Hamilton 2011; Leiserowitz 2006; Kahan et al 2011; Xiao and McCright 2007). Some 
researchers have attributed this phenomenon to process theories which essentially argue that the 
development of environmental beliefs is based on values determined by a variety of individuals' 
social-psychological characteristics and their relative social positions (Wood and Vedlitz 2007; 
Stern 2000, Shwom et al 2008; Dietz et al 2007; Dietz et al 2005). While process theories have 
provided substantial contributions to the explanation of environmental attitudes, individual-level 

















 Table 4.1 Imputed and Non-imputed Mixed Effects Logistic Regression of Perceiving 
Effects of Extreme/Unusual Weather on Individual- and County-level Characteristics 
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Est. Sample n = 3964 n = 5579  n = 5089 n = 6704 
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 Table 4.2 Mixed Effects Logistic Regression of Perceiving of Extreme/Unusual Weather on 
Individual- and County-level Characteristics, with and without Downeast Maine. 
 
 Model 5 – w/o Downeast ME Model 6 – Full Sample 
PREDICTORS Odds Ratio(95% conf.) Odds Ratio(95% conf) 
INDIVIDUAL-LEVEL   
Age 0.992**(0.988, 0.997) 0.991***(0.986, 0.995) 
Sex 1.137(0.992, 1.304) 1.186**(1.053, 1.337) 
Race 0.985(0.797, 1.217) 0.962(0.788, 1.174) 
Degree 1.145***(1.066, 1.300) 1.136***(1.068, 1.208) 
Income 0.865***(0.818, 0.914) 0.911***(0.869, 0.954) 
Own vs. Rent 1.403***(1.155, 1.704) 1.251*(1.051, 1.489) 
Rules 1.189***(1.085, 1.303) 1.194***(1.102, 1.294) 
Newcomer 0.998(0.855, 1.165) 1.049(0.917, 1.200) 
Party 0.749***(0.691, 0.812) 0.747***(0.697, 0.800) 
Climate Beliefs 1.186***(1.089, 1.291) ---- 
COUNTY-LEVEL   
Metropolitan 1.187(0.917, 1.537) 1.044(0.732, 1.490) 
log10(Damage) 1.548***(1.355, 1.769) 1.516***(1.268, 1.813) 
Poverty 1.016(0.991, 1.042) 1.017(0.985, 1.049) 
INTERACTIONS   
Income x log10(Damage) 1.097***(1.048, 1.148) 1.063**(1.023, 1.104) 
Fixed Intercept 0.629(0.325, 1.220) 1.405(0.741, 2.665) 
Random Effect   
County Intercept 0.162**(0.086, 0.303) 0.275***(0.183, 0.411) 
Est. Sample 3,964 5,089 





Figure 4.7: Adjusted marginal plot showing effect on perceived weather impacts, from the 
interaction of objective, 5-year total thunderstorm events and respondent political party. Based 
on weighted logit model analogous to Model 3 of Table 4.1, adjusting for other predictors. 
             
 
 
 My research contributes to the literature by expanding the study of environmental 
attitudes into locally- and contextually-based phenomena such as extreme or unusual weather. 
Though individual-level process theories are useful here, they are not sufficient to explain the 
formation of attitudes or perceptions of environmental phenomena that vary by place. In the 
following section, I will provide a proposal for a revised approach to environmental beliefs based 
on the concept of emergence. 
 A second significant interaction was found between respondents' household incomes and 
property damage in dollars at the county level. This interaction effect is depicted visually in 




Figure 4.8: Adjusted marginal plot showing effect on perceived weather impacts, from the 
interaction of objective property damage of severe weather and respondent household income. 
Based on weighted logit model analogous to Model 3 of Table 4.1, adjusting for other predictors. 
             
 
 
 The relationship between perceived and actual weather effects became stronger among 
higher-income respondents. In areas with high property damage, there was little or no difference 
in views about the effects of extreme or unusual weather between high and low income 
individuals. In fact, higher income individuals were slightly more likely to report extreme or 
unusual weather effects than lower income individuals. This finding is interesting for a number 
of reasons, but there are two particular issues related to this interaction that are worth noting. 
First, property damage appears to be a salient measure of the magnitude of impacts on human 
societies from extreme or unusual weather events. Regardless of income, individuals in high 
property damage areas express relatively greater effects from these events. This finding is 
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 political party affiliation, which also suggests the difference in perceptions are attenuated by the 
incidence of events.  
 Social and contextual variables, however, remain integral to understanding the formation 
of individual perceptions of weather events. Not only were several main effects significant 
between individual-level social characteristics and the dependent variable, but political party 
affiliation and household income mattered to the ways in which individuals perceived weather 
events in lieu of impactful experiences with them. Democrats in areas with few or no severe 
thunderstorm events still reported at least some effects from extreme or unusual weather events 
on their families and/or communities. Similarly, low income individuals more often reported 
effects than their higher earning counterparts even in areas with low property damage. The 
income and property damage interaction might be explained by the possibility that lower income 
households have difficulty recovering or avoiding the effects from even a handful of severe 
weather events (Cutter 2001; Zhang and Peacock 2010; Peacock 2003; Zahran et al 2008). Those 
in lower socioeconomic positions are more vulnerable to harm from bad weather (see Cutter et al 
2003; Cutter 2012) because they may be more likely to live on lower ground or may live in 
homes with leaky roofs, siding, or basements.  
Political party affiliation, on the other hand, is less straightforward as a predictor of 
extreme weather event perceptions. On its face, ideology seems wholly unrelated to how 
individuals view the effects of severe weather, but in the current context of the politicization of 
environmental issues ideological predispositions tend to seep into the subconscious perceptual 
level of individual understanding. For instance, the issue of anthropogenic climate change is one 
of the most politically polarizing contemporary issues and is often linked in the public discourse 
to severe weather events. Therefore, perceptions of the effects of severe weather events can be 
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 influenced by beliefs about the nature and causes of global climate change, which can in turn be 
traced back with consistency to political party affiliation or ideological predispositions. My 
results lend strong evidence to this explanation. Democrats were more sensitive than 
Republicans to the effects of unusual or extreme weather even if their particular area of residence 
had comparatively few major and damaging events. This finding is logical given that Democrats 
were more likely to believe climate change is happening now and caused mainly by human 
activities and severe weather events have been construed as indicators of what we can expect to 
come from a changing global climate.  
Figure 4.9 depicts the above mentioned causal associations between social, material, and 
place-based influences and extreme weather perceptions. I see place as causally prior to social 
position and values due to the insignificance of the “newcomer” variable (i.e. that having 
recently moved to the area had no significant influence on whether individuals perceived effects 
from extreme weather) and because of insights drawn from prior literature on place and 
environmental concern, as well as neighborhood-level effects on other perceptual and attitudinal 
measures (see Sampson 2012). However, social position could also affect place of residence such 
that socioeconomic constraints restrict individuals’ from moving into wealthier neighborhoods or 
moving out of poorer neighborhoods. Perhaps better measures of community attachment, 
collective efficacy, or place-related social mobility could help to tease out this possibility in 







 4.2.5 Place-to-place variation 
H5: There will be significant, systematic place-to-place variations in perceptions about weather 
impacts, even after controlling for objective weather indicators, values and other individual- or 
county-level socioeconomic characteristics. 
 Mixed effects modeling allows for the identification of unexplained variation in the 
dependent variable net of all individually- and group-based fixed effects. Statistical models in 
Table 4.2 display the county-level random effect on the dependent variable, extreme/unusual 
weather effects. The effect was significant in both the multiply-imputed and non-imputed 
models. This means that there still remain important differences in the perceptions of extreme or 
unusual weather events among counties surveyed net of all individual-level variables and even 
county-level weather events and dollar-value impacts. Figure 4.10 shows the random intercepts 
from mixed effects regressions reported in Table 4.2. This finding suggests that deeper field 
research, case studies, or historical analyses are necessary to illuminate the factors that might 
help to explain the place-based variation in perceptions of weather events. While I did not 
include these methods in my research, some basic inferences will be drawn in the following 
chapter using information about the counties’ economies and socio-economic and -demographic 
profiles. 
 From a comparison of Models 1 and 2 in Table 4.1, the multiple imputation technique did 
not add any predictive power or reveal any problems associated with missing values. All of the 
significant predictors remained significant and in the same directions across non-imputed and 
multiply imputed models. The coefficients increased or decreased slightly in certain cases, but 
for the purposes of interpretation the effects were essentially the same. This means that missing 
values, especially those on income, do not substantially alter or bias the results in any 
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 meaningful ways. This is an important determination because missing values may at times be 
missing for reasons related to undetected phenomena that might bias results. For instance, 
respondents who do not volunteer information about their incomes might have something in 
common with each other which could be related to how they perceive unusual or extreme events, 
such as residence in areas of concentrated poverty or wealth. The similarity of imputed and non-
imputed model results suggests, however, that the bias from casewise deletion (setting aside 
observations with missing values) is not severe in this instance. 
 
 

















Figure 4.9: Causal/Theoretical Model  
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Figure 4.10: Mean of Random Intercepts by County, from Model 3 in Table 4.1. 









 I found important individual-level effects, county-level-effects, and interaction effects on 
individual perceptions about extreme or unusual weather perceptions. Additionally, there was 
significant unexplained variation at the level of the county net of all individual- and place-based 
variables and their interactions. My analysis suggests that perceptions about extreme or unusual 
weather events are influenced by extreme weather itself, but also by a number of values or 
socioeconomic characteristics unrelated to weather. Moreover, such characteristics can moderate 
the influence of weather itself. Controlling for several indicators of actual extreme events, 
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 individuals’ age, sex, income, educational attainment, residential status, and environmental and 
political values all significantly predicted perceptions about extreme or unusual weather events 
affecting their families or communities. In particular, the odds of reporting effects from extreme 
or unusual weather were higher among younger, female, lower income, better educated, 
homeowning, and politically liberal persons with the belief that conservation rules are good for 
their communities and climate change is happening now due mainly to human activities. 
Conversely, the odds of reporting such weather effects were lower among older, male, higher 
income, less educated, renting, and politically conservative persons with the belief that 
conservation rules have been bad for their communities and climate change is not happening now 
or is mainly a natural phenomenon.   
  Adding depth to these findings, individual-level characteristics were also found to 
interact with county-level weather data. The number of severe thunderstorm events interacted 
with political party affiliation such that Democrats and Republicans diverged most in their 
perceptions of extreme or unusual weather events in areas that experienced few or no severe 
thunderstorm events over the 5-year period preceding the date of the survey. Republicans’ 
perceptions appeared more closely tied to objective measures of events. There remained gaps 
between Democrats and Republicans in areas with relatively high severe event totals. In this 
respect, Republicans appeared to be more realistic about effects from extreme weather than 
Democrats. That said, the severe thunderstorm events indicator was not directly predictive of 
perceptions and is problematic as a measure for a number of reasons, most notably it is only a 
frequency and does not capture the variety of weather experienced by individuals living across 
these diverse regions. 
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 Similar in fashion to the party and event total interaction, income interacted with property 
damage totals such that low, middle, and high income individuals diverged most in areas that 
experienced the least property damage from weather events of all types over the 5-years 
preceding the survey date. In areas with the least property damage from severe weather events, 
the odds of perceiving extreme weather impacts were highest among low-income respondents, 
while relatively lower among higher-income respondents. As property damage increased, the 
odds of perceived effects also increased for all incomes, but the change was most pronounced 
(i.e., most sensitive to actual damage) among higher-income respondents. High, middle, and low 
income levels converged to eventually agree about weather event impacts in areas with the 
highest property damage totals. This suggests that property damage as expected is a salient 
variable in the explanation of individual-level extreme weather perception formation, but income 
is also necessary to consider especially due to its moderating influence on this relationship 
between property damage and effects perceptions.  
 In the next chapter I will discuss the theoretical and practical significance of these 
findings, as well as the particular contribution of my study to the broader literature in 
environmental sociology. My research suggests that both micro- and macro-level processes are 
involved in shaping individual perceptions of extreme weather. There were important differences 
in perceptions by both individual-level characteristics and county-level random effects. Also, I 
found both social and objective material conditions to be predictive of perceptions.  Taken 
together, these findings provide the potential rationale for transcending realist-constructivist and 
micro-macro divisions in research on societal-environmental interactions. I discuss in detail how 













5.1 Summary of findings 
 
 
5.1.1 Impact and frequency of weather events 
HI: Impact and frequency of severe weather events, objectively measured by the 5-year, county-
level total of severe weather events and property damage in dollars, will influence subjective 
individual perceptions of extreme or unusual weather events. 
 Results presented Table 4.2 in Chapter 4 show that impacts of extreme weather, 
measured by county-level property damage in dollars, were significantly related to individuals' 
perceptions about the effects of extreme or unusual weather. On the other hand a narrower 
indicator for extreme events, the severe thunderstorm count, did not significantly affect 
perceptions. Taken together, these findings suggest that individuals more often perceive effects 
of extreme weather events when the objective costs or damage to their communities are higher, 
but may not be as sensitive to the mere frequency of extreme events. Links between the 
objective, or "felt," effects of the climate and environmental concern have been suggested in 
prior research (Hamilton and Keim 2009; Hamilton and Stampone 2013), but a unique aspect of 
my research is the inspection of extreme weather perceptions among residents in this coastal, 
multi-region CERA sample.  
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 The property damage effect was consistent with the first hypothesis (H1). However, the 
main effect of the number of thunderstorm events was not found to be significant, so H1 was 
only partially supported. Hypothesis H1 was stated in very general terms, however. These mixed 
results highlight the need for greater specificity --- better to ask not just whether extreme events 
affect perceptions, but which events and how. These results also highlight the deficiencies 
inherent in utilizing frequency measures of a single storm type in a cross-regional comparative 
context such as this. As mentioned in Chapters 3 and 4, severe thunderstorms, although possible 
anywhere and at any time, do not occur with the same frequency across all of the regions 
surveyed and thus the regions experienced either very many, or relatively very few, severe 
thunderstorms depending upon their relative susceptibilities. Another important deficiency of 
this measure is that it does not report magnitude or intensity. Simple frequencies, even when 
tallying severe events, are not sufficient for detailing the relative intensities of multiple different 
severe events occurring across a variety of geographically diverse regions.  
 That property damage influenced perceptions supports the realist perspective on societal-
environmental interactions, namely that indicators of material conditions of the environment 
should be included in sociological analyses of perceptions of environmental issues. How 
individuals perceive the effects of extreme weather is tied to their objective experience with 
extreme weather (or at least the experiences of those around them and closest to them). It is still 
important to emphasize that individual experiences and perceptions of environmental phenomena 
are shaped within social contexts, but material conditions matter at least insofar as they have 
objective impacts on the built environment. This finding presents a challenge to the 
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 environmentally-agnostic view from constructivists that environmental issues are strictly a 
matter for problematizing within the confines of social phenomena alone.  
Rather than developing only in relation to the social characteristics of individuals, 
weather perceptions appear to emerge out of a combination of the objective experiences and 
social characteristics of individuals. This research provides a case for emergence as an 
appropriate theoretical construct to explain how individuals develop perceptions of 
environmental phenomena. As discussed below, certain social variables remain important, but 
individual weather perceptions are not formulated within the context of their social 
circumstances alone. Individuals experience extreme weather in the context of their social 
circumstances and thus perceive the impacts extreme weather through the lens of cultural and 
socioeconomic characteristics. In other words, it is not simply a matter of seeing to believe, but 
rather an emergent process of both seeing and believing –individuals experiencing extreme 
weather and interpreting the impacts against the backdrop of social and economic circumstances 
central to and surrounding their lives.  
  
 
5.1.2 Political and Environmental Values 
H2: Values, as measured by political identity, beliefs about the effects of conservation rules, and 
beliefs about climate change, also influence perceptions of extreme or unusual weather events. 
 Objectively measured impacts of extreme events affected perceptions, which in this 
respect are realistic. However, I also found significant effects from all three "values" indicators, 
so these perceptions also have a less realistic, socially constructed component. The main effect of 
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 political party affiliation (Table 4.2) suggested that Democrats, or politically liberal persons, 
were more likely to perceive effects from extreme or unusual weather events than Republicans, 
or politically conservative persons. This finding echoes the long-established link between 
political identity and environmental concern (Van Liere and Dunlap 1980; Mohai and Bryant 
1998; O'Connor et al 2002; Uyeki and Holland 2000; Dietz et al 2007; Hamilton 2008), but it is 
distinct from prior research in that perceptions of the effects of environmental issues have not 
been investigated as much as general concern for environmental issues. Political liberals, or 
Democrats, might be more likely to perceive effects from extreme or unusual weather events 
because they are more concerned about environmental issues in general than their Republican, or 
politically conservative, counterparts (Dunlap 2008). A reasonable speculation here might be that 
Democrats/liberals are more concerned about environmental hazards, including climate change, 
while Republicans/conservatives are less likely (Hamilton 2011; Hamilton and Safford 2014; 
McCright and Dunlap 2011).  
 Individuals' beliefs about the effects of conservation rules on their communities were also 
significantly related to their perceptions of the effects of extreme or unusual weather events. 
Results presented in Chapter 4 suggested that respondents who believed conservation rules were 
good where they lived were more likely to perceive the effects of extreme or unusual weather 
events than those who believed conservation rules were bad (Table 4.2). This finding is 
suggestive of a relationship between individuals' "environmental values" (Dietz et al 2005) and 
their perceptions of the impacts of extreme weather events.  
 Prior studies utilizing CERA data have found that political identity is significantly related 
to individuals' beliefs about conservation rules. Using CERA surveys from the project's first 
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 stage, researchers found a significant link between political party identification and beliefs about 
the effects of conservation rules, such that political conservatives, or Republicans, are less likely 
to believe conservation rules have been good where they live than political liberals, or 
Democrats (Hamilton et al 2010).  In fact, Democrats and Republicans diverge in their beliefs 
about most environmental issues (Hamilton 2008; Dietz et al 2005; Dunlap 2008; Hamilton and 
Safford 2014; Hamilton et al 2013). As mentioned in the previous chapter, however, my measure 
of political identity did not distinguish between Tea Party and non-Tea Party Republicans, so 
there could have been significant variation between the two conservative groups on extreme 
weather similar to the differences found in prior research on environmental and science-related 
issues (Hamilton and Saito 2014). Political identity is closely linked to views about the 
environment and, according to new findings from my research, both political identity and 
environmental views are linked to perceptions about the impacts of extreme weather events. This 
suggests that individual political orientations, and in turn their environmental values, shape 
perceptions of objectively real meteorological events, such as extreme or unusual weather.  
 Individuals' beliefs about the issue of climate change were also related to their 
perceptions of the impacts from extreme or unusual weather events. Results presented in Chapter 
4 suggested that individuals who believed climate change is happening now due mainly to 
human activities were more likely to perceive effects from extreme or unusual weather than 
those who believed climate change is happening now due to natural phenomena or is not 
happening at all (Table 4.2). Climate change is a highly politicized issue (see McCright and 
Dunlap 2011), but my study adds to the broader literature by providing evidence of a relationship 
between individuals' beliefs about climate change and their perceptions of the impacts of climatic 
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 events. The Yale Project on Climate Change Communication has presented evidence in recent 
years suggesting that at least half of all Americans believe there has been a connection between 
extreme weather events to broader anthropogenic climate change (Leiserowitz et al 2014). 
 In sum, there was strong evidence in support of hypothesis H2, namely that values 
influence perceptions of the effects of extreme or unusual weather events. All three values 
indicators --- respondents' political identities, their beliefs about conservation rules, and their 
beliefs about climate change --- were significantly related to their perceptions of the effects of 
extreme or unusual weather. Values did not operate in a vacuum, however, to influence 
perceptions of extreme weather among respondents. As mentioned above, objectively-measured 
weather impacts also exert influence over individuals’ perceptions. In addition to the objective 
influence of weather impacts, there was also significant county-level variation net of all 
individual-level and county-level fixed characteristics (Table 4.2). This combination of evidence 
points to the likelihood of perceptions of extreme weather as emerging from a combination of 
material and social conditions unique to the individuals’ geographic location and their social 
characteristics. They should therefore be examined with careful attention to the cultural, social, 
biophysical, and infrastructural contexts within which they arise.  
 
5.1.3 Social Position and Socioeconomic Context 
H3: Social privilege or position indicators (such as household income) and socioeconomic 




  Household income, the individual-level social position indicator, was significantly related 
to individuals' perceptions of the effects of extreme or unusual weather. Results presented in 
Chapter 4 suggested that individuals in lower-income households were more likely to report 
effects from extreme or unusual weather events than individuals in higher-income households 
(Table 4.2). Lower-income households have more difficulty recovering in the aftermath of 
extreme weather events than higher-income households, or lower incomes may put households at 
a disadvantage when it comes to safeguarding and insuring homes against destructive 
consequences of extreme weather events.  
Also, objective vulnerabilities stemming from socioeconomic disadvantage may be 
linked to increased subjective perceptions of vulnerabilities among disadvantaged individuals. In 
other words, those who are objectively more likely to be at risk for adverse consequences from 
environmental hazards may also be more likely to feel at risk due to their socioeconomic position 
and past experiences with environmental hazards. Recent studies have documented increased 
hazard risk among socioeconomically disadvantaged and minority groups, especially flooding in 
the aftermath of major storm events such as Hurricane Katrina (Bullard and Wright 2009; Mohai 
et al 2009; Cutter 2012; Levy 2012; Chakraborty et al 2014). Specifically, Bryan Boruff, 
Christopher Emrich, and Susan Cutter (2005) found that socioeconomic characteristics are 
particularly salient in the Gulf Coast of Louisiana, as compared to Atlantic and Pacific Coasts, in 
predicting vulnerability to coastal erosion. The authors argue that risk mitigation policies should 
be place-based and should attempt to improve social conditions rather than focus on “short-lived 




  Although individual position mattered, community-level socioeconomic context --- as 
measured by the county poverty rate --- had no significant net effect on individual perceptions. 
This suggests that local socioeconomic context may not influence how individuals perceive the 
effects of extreme or unusual weather. It was hypothesized that socioeconomic context would 
influence individual perceptions. Some recent research found effects from local context on 
individual beliefs about environmental and economic protection and resource issues (Hamilton et 
al 2010; Hamilton and Safford 2012; Hamilton et al 2013), but it did similarly affect perceptions 
of extreme events. County poverty showed no effect net of other individual-level characteristics 
and county-level weather impacts. Thus, there was only partial support for hypothesis H3, 
namely that individual-level social position influences individuals' perceptions of the effects of 
extreme weather events but not the county poverty rates. Perhaps local socioeconomic context is 
less important when it comes to safeguarding against (or recovering in the aftermath of) extreme 
weather events because the burdens from events studied here were more focused on specific 
individuals, families, or households.  
 My findings contribute to the broader literature on the social bases of environmental 
concern by connecting the socioeconomic characteristics of individuals' to their perceptions of 
environmental issues affecting their communities and families. Prior research has found 
inconsistent results on income as a predictor of environmental concern. Other characteristics, 
notably political identity and educational attainment (Guagnano and Markee 1995; Hamilton 
2008), have shown more consistent influence on individual-level environmental concern. 
Additionally, survey questions utilized as dependent variables in prior research may have tapped 
less directly into individuals' perceptions of environmental phenomena happening in their 
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 communities. For instance, survey questions utilized in the investigation of the social bases of 
environmental concern have typically focused on broader environmental issues affecting humans 
and ecosystems on a global scale (see Dunlap 2008), with the exception of the CERA studies of 
which my research is a part (Hamilton et a 2013; Hamilton and Safford 2014). The results of my 
study suggest that income is an important predictor of perceived local impacts from damaging 
events, a different kind of "environmental concern.” 
 
 
5.1.4 Interaction Effects 
H4: Individual values and social position indicators will exhibit interaction effects, such that 
they moderate the relationship between objectively-measured weather events, and individual 
perceptions about the impacts of weather events. 
 My fourth hypothesis predicts that individual values and social position interact with 
objectively-measured weather events, such that political party affiliation and household income 
moderate the relationship between objectively-measured weather events or property damage and 
individual perceptions about such events. Results presented in Chapter 4 showed that political 
identity moderated the relationship between the number of severe thunderstorm events and 
individual perceptions (Table 4.1), and income moderated the relationship between property 
damage and individual perceptions (Table 4.2). Democrats were more likely to perceive effects 
of extreme weather even if there were fewer severe thunderstorm events in their counties, 
whereas among Republicans perceived impacts rose more directly with the actual number of 
events. Republicans’ perceptions track more closely with changes in the actual number of events 
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 happening in their communities. Alternatively, Democrats may expect more extreme weather 
and be more sensitive to events or impacts that do occur. As stated in earlier chapters, however, 
the thunderstorm events measure has a number of limitations related to its validity and may not 
reflect the reality of severe weather in these regions as closely as the property damage indicator 
or another measure which takes into account the most common weather affecting these regions.  
 Where property damage was low, individuals in lower-income households were more 
likely to report effects of extreme or unusual weather than those in higher-income households. In 
contrast, where property damage was higher, individuals in both high- and low-income 
households were more likely to report effects from extreme weather. This finding suggests that 
lower-income households are impacted adversely by extreme weather even in areas that have 
relatively little overall damage from such events, thus contributing to the broader environmental 
justice and hazards/social vulnerability literature which has found socioeconomic factors to be 
predictive of environmental hazard risks (Chakraborty et al 2014; Eisenman et al 2007; Finch et 
al 2010; Brulle and Pellow 2007; Levy 2012; Cutter et al 2003). Susan Cutter and Christopher 
Emrich (2006) defined social vulnerability as “the susceptibility of social groups to the impacts 
of hazards, as well as their resiliency, or ability to adequately recover from them.” Socially and 
economically disadvantaged segments of the population have been more susceptible to 
environmental hazards because of a variety of confounding factors related to socioeconomic 
status, such as a lack of personal wealth, social capital, and access to “lifelines,” or “emergency 
response personnel, goods, and services,” (Cutter and Emrich 2006). 
 As it relates to extreme weather vulnerability, low-income homes may be at elevated risk 
of damage from extreme weather for a number of reasons. First, they may not have adequate 
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 home insurance policies and struggle to pay for damages in the aftermaths of extreme weather 
events. Second, homes built for low-income owners may have been constructed in low-lying 
locations vulnerable to flash floods or sustained flooding events. Third, inexpensive homes 
available to low-income individuals may be poorly constructed or constructed without the best 
technology to defend the home from some of the more insidious problems associated with 
extreme weather events, such as leaking roofs, windows, or doorways. Past research has shown 
that the quality of housing, among a number of other indicators of social vulnerability, has been 
related to disaster susceptibility at the county level. Specifically, those who reside in mobile 
homes and in areas with a lack of community resources and emergency response capacities have 
been cited as particularly vulnerable to major disaster events (Cutter et al 2003).   
 These interaction effects were particularly interesting because few studies in the past 
have integrated survey data with objectively-measured environmental or climatic data (see 
Hamilton and Stampone 2013; Hamilton and Keim 2009). My study extends previous work by 
showing moderating effects of individual values and social position on the relationship between 
objective measures of an environmental issue and individuals' concerns or perceptions about the 
environmental issue itself. As stated previously, weather perceptions appear to emerge out of a 
combination of objective experiences and social circumstances of individuals. These interactions 
lend evidence to validate the application of emergence to explain how individuals’ form 
perceptions of extreme weather. Individuals’ perceptions are influenced by their social position 
in light of actual experiences with extreme weather impacts. Thus, perceptions of extreme 
weather emerge out of the interplay of individuals’ social characteristics and the objective 
material circumstances tied to their geographic locations and socioeconomic positions.  
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 5.1.5 Place-to-Place Variation 
H5: There will be significant, systematic place-to-place variations in perceptions about weather 
impacts, even after controlling for objective weather indicators, values and other individual- or 
county-level socioeconomic characteristics. 
 The results from mixed-effects regression analysis presented in Chapter 4 showed that the 
county-level random intercept was significant (Table 4.2). This means that there was systematic 
place-to-place variation in perceptions about weather impacts net of objective weather indicators 
and other individual- and county-level characteristics. There may be a variety of factors that 
make individual perceptions vary significantly from place to place. One place to begin when 
considering factors related to place-to-place variation is local economic context. Extreme 
weather events may have had greater long-term impacts on the local economies of coastal 
Louisiana than coastal Florida. Plaquemines and Terrebonne Parishes have been heavily 
dependent on their seafood and fishing industries (Louisiana State University Agricultural Center 
2014; Greater New Orleans, Inc. 2014), whereas the Florida panhandle has had vibrant timber 
and agricultural industries and has benefited from increased tourism since the late 1990s and 
early 2000s (PBS 2003). Louisiana's seafood industries along the coastline were critically 
impaired by Hurricane Katrina and were estimated to have lost millions of dollars in the sale of 
crab, freshwater fish, oysters, shrimp, and saltwater shrimp (Alford 2005). The economic 
impacts of extreme weather in coastal Louisiana may account for some of the significant place-
to-place variation found in this study.  
Figure 4.10 shows mean of the random intercepts by county from Model 6 in Table 4.2. 
Several interesting findings emerge from an inspection of the mean random intercepts. First, 
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 residents in all three of the Gulf Coast Florida counties (Bay, Franklin, and Gulf) were more 
likely to report no effects from extreme or unusual weather events. As mentioned in above 
paragraph, perhaps Floridians were not dependent upon industries impacted by extreme weather 
events. Also, some Gulf Coast Floridians may not have been year-round residents and as such 
may have avoided the area during hurricane season. Panama City is the seat of Bay County and 
likely attracts a large number of semi-permanent or vacationing residents as opposed to year-
round, permanent residents who are dependent on local economies and industries for their 
livelihoods. Another important factor to consider is the political milieu of the Gulf Coast of 
Florida. All three Florida counties favored the Republican candidate in the 2008 election, John 
McCain. Republicans reported fewer impacts from extreme or unusual weather events than their 
Democrat counterparts (see Table 4.2), so it seems likely that local political culture may have 
influenced Gulf Coast Floridians in their perceptions of extreme or unusual weather events. 
 Unlike Gulf Coast Florida, the two parishes surveyed in Gulf Coast Louisiana presented 
contrasting viewpoints on the impacts of extreme or unusual weather events. According to Figure 
4.10, residents of Terrebonne Parish were more likely to report effects from extreme or unusual 
weather, whereas Plaquemines Parish residents were less likely to report effects from such 
events. Both parishes have had significant seafood and oil industries. Terrebonne Parish has 
accounted for about 20% of the seafood production in Louisiana and Plaquemines Parish has 
been the largest producer of crude oil in the state. Both parishes also have had important sea 
ports involved in the shipment of cargo and offshore oil. Given the similarities in economic 
production of the two parishes, we might expect residents to have had similar perceptions of the 
impacts of extreme or unusual weather. Instead, Terrebonne and Plaquemines Parish residents 
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 diverged in their perceptions, suggesting that economic considerations might actually have been 
quite different among residents of each parish, as well as other local cultural or political contexts. 
Terrebonne Parish has diversified its economy in recent years and seafood production has taken 
on a more significant role than oil production, especially given the downfall of the Houma-
Terrebonne economy in the aftermath of the oil crises of the late 1970s and early 1980s. Extreme 
or unusual weather events, such as Hurricane Katrina, may have had devastating impacts for 
those Terrebonne residents who have become dependent on the seafood production of their 
community.   
 Another interesting contrast comes from the comparison of the adjacent Washington and 
Hancock Counties in Downeast Maine. As depicted in Figure 4.10, Hancock County residents 
were more likely to report effects from extreme or unusual weather events, whereas Washington 
County residents were less likely to report effects from such events. Washington County had the 
highest poverty rate of all counties in Maine in 2008, whereas Hancock County benefited from 
increased tourism and housing development due to the scenic environment and draw of Acadia 
National Park (Safford and Hamilton 2010). Hancock residents who have either purchased new 
homes or have been reliant on the tourism and service sectors of the economy may have been 
more sensitive to the impacts from extreme or unusual weather events. Washington County 
residents, on the other hand, have relied on fishing and forestry jobs to support their local 
economies. While these industries are not immune to the impacts of extreme weather, they may 




  These divergent perceptions among residents of adjacent counties provide further 
evidence of the emergent nature of extreme weather perceptions. While the objective material 
conditions of Terrebonne and Plaquemines Parishes, as well as Hancock and Washington 
Counties, appeared similar according to the weather events measures, the local economic and 
social contexts likely contributed to the stark differences in perceptions between residents of 
these places. Material conditions matter to individuals’ perceptions, but are interpreted against 
the backdrop of local social and economic circumstances. In theoretical terms, we can 
understand individuals’ perceptions of extreme weather as emergent from social and material 





5.2 Theoretical Implications 
 
 
5.2.1 Moving beyond the social-interactional level 
 As discussed in Chapter 2, Paul Stern and Thomas Dietz developed the values-beliefs-
norms (VBN) theory to explain environmental concern and behavior. The basic postulate of the 
theory is that individuals' values influence their personal beliefs about the environment and 
related issues, which in turn influence whether or not and the extent to which they will act with 
regard to environmental issues (Dietz et al 2005; Dietz et al 2007; Stern 2000). VBN is primarily 
a social-psychological theory, meaning that it seeks to explain how individual thoughts and 
actions are influenced by others. Social interaction has also been a major component of the 
theoretical considerations in the study of environmental risk perception (Overdevest and 
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 Christiansen 2013; Kahan et al 2011) and the consumption of environmental information (Wood 
and Vedlitz 2007; Darmofal 2005; Kahan et al 2011). While social interaction is undoubtedly an 
important factor to consider, the study of environmental concern will benefit from a broader 
investigation of possible influential factors, such as economical, infrastructural, and biophysical 
determinants.  
 More recent studies have included place and contextual factors in their analyses. As 
outlined in Chapter 2, Larry Hamilton, Tom Safford, and colleagues investigated the influence of 
local social and economic conditions (Hamilton et al 2010; Hamilton et al 2013; Safford and 
Hamilton 2012), recent shifts in climate and weather patterns (Hamilton and Keim 2009; 
Hamilton and Stampone 2013), and recent environmental disasters (Safford et al 2012; Hamilton 
et al 2012) on individual views of environmental issues. Other recent studies have found links 
between individuals' attachment to their place of residence and their environmental values 
(Brehm et al 2006; Brown and Raymond 2007; Brehm et al 2012; Larson et al 2013), as well as 
individuals' social capital (i.e. occupational prestige, social connections, and civic engagement) 
and their environmental concern (Macias and Nelson 2011). While these studies have opened 
research on environmental concern to the investigation of contextual and place-based 
determinants, there has been less attention to the theoretical explanation of the relationship 
between place, context, and environmental concern. 
 Part of the reason there has been little consensus regarding a coherent theoretical 
framework to explain the social and contextual factors underlying environmental concern is that 
environmental sociology has been marked by a persistent division between those who study the 
social and cultural components of the human-environment relationship and those who focus 
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 more on objective interactions between society and the environment. This cleavage in the 
literature has been famously referred to as the "realist-constructivist divide" (Hannigan 2006; 
Dunlap 2010).  
 In Chapter 2, I discussed John Hannigan's (2006) proposition of the "emergence 
framework" as a useful tool going forward in environmental sociology. Hannigan highlights 
three "Herculean labours" that lie ahead for those of us attempting to "[p]ropel the analysis of 
societal-environmental relations forward into new territory (Hannigan 2006). These include a 
confrontation of the nature-society divide, a synthesis of the strengths of both the conceptual and 
empirical pursuits, and a reconciliation of the "macro-level, European-style" sociology of the 
environment with the "more particularistic data analysis characteristic of American 
environmental sociology," (Hannigan 2006). Hannigan argues that "an emergence framework" is 
well-poised to handle these tasks because "it allows for a range of phenomena -- infectious 
diseases, ice storms and tsunamis, uncertainties and risks, scientific boundary organizations, and 
environmental movements," and it is "equally useful" at the local and global levels. Hannigan 
provides the example of examining social interaction in the aftermath of disasters. 
 Although Hannigan explained why emergence should be seriously considered going 
forward by sociologists studying environment and society, he left much on the table regarding 
what exactly "emergence" refers to and how it can be applied in environmental sociology.  In the 
following subsection, I give a conceptual definition of emergence and apply it to the research 





 5.2.2 Perceptions of extreme weather as emergent properties 
 In Chapter 2, I gave a brief history of the concept of emergence in sociological inquiry. In 
the course of that description, I presented a couple different conceptual definitions which have 
been offered by sociologists working in very different areas of specialization. R. Keith Sawyer, 
on the topic of Durkheim's work, argued that Durkheim's sui generis is essentially synonymous 
with emergence14. John Hannigan gave a somewhat vague definition of emergence as, 
"...fundamentally fluid, dynamic, and adaptive [processes that ] ... percolate from the grassroots 
rather than pass from the top downwards," (Hannigan 2006). In his research on "neighborhood 
effects," Robert Sampson referred to emergent properties as "social-interactional and institutional 
processes that involve collective aspects of community," (Sampson 2012). Though these 
conceptions of emergence in sociology were used to explain different phenomena, there are 
strains of similarity that essentially draw them all back to one central theme: emergent properties 
are social products that form from the interaction of factors spanning social and physical worlds 
on both micro- and macro-levels.  
Regarding the micro-macro distinction in social science research, my study also points to 
the need for bridging the micro- and macro-analytical perspectives in research on environmental-
societal interactions. Broad, overarching features of society and inter-subjective, localized 
meanings must be considered in conjunction with one another in order to reveal the complete 
picture of environmental concern among individuals. The realist-constructivist divide is not 
equivalent to the micro-macro distinction, so part of my goal in bridging the realist-constructivist 
14 According to Sawyer (2002), although Durkheim didn't use the term "emergence," his concept of sui generis 
refers to essentially the same thing, i.e. something that cannot be reduced to any of its parts and is more than just the 
mere sum of its parts. 
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 gap will also be to link the micro- and macro-analytical perspectives, especially in terms of 
suggesting pathways for future research. As I have suggested throughout, the emergence 
framework can provide the theoretical and conceptual grounds for connecting both realist-
constructivist and micro-macro divisions in environmental-societal research.  
 By its very nature (and perhaps ironically), the concept of emergence is difficult to 
narrow down to a single definitional statement. Philosophers have discussed the concept with a 
series of empirical examples to illuminate how it operates in everyday reality. For example, 
Sawyer (2002) references traffic on highways or the "flying V" formation of a flock of birds in 
order to illustrate emergence.15 These demonstrate how "higher-level regularities are often the 
result of quite simple rules and interactions at the lower level," (Sawyer 2002). The physical and 
biological sciences refer to phenomena like these as "complex adaptive systems" because they 
are made up of many different interconnected parts and change based on experiences. Typical 
examples include ant colonies, the human immune system, cells and embryos, and even the 
brains of insects and animals.  
 My study provides evidence to suggest that perceptions of the effects of extreme weather 
are emergent properties as well. By emergent properties, I mean that individuals' perceptions of 
extreme weather are not reducible to the individuals themselves, but rather the consequence of 
multiple social and physical factors all converging to create systems of shared perceptions 
between individuals. In calling them "shared perceptions," I am not inferring that individuals 
have the exact same perceptions as those nearest them. Instead, I am suggesting based on the 
15 Sawyer (2002) gives the example of the "V" shape bird flocks take on in flight. According to Sawyer, none of the 
birds in the flock decides to lead, and the birds behind the front are not following the direction of a single leader. 




                                                 
 evidence that we can understand individuals' perceptions in terms of their shared realities tied to 
place (and all of the socio- and biophysical-contextual factors embedded in place). On the other 
hand, there may exist multiple different and often conflicting perceptive realities in the same 
geographic space. For example, Democrats and Republicans within the same community may 
have different perceptions despite the common objective experience of place. While 
environmental experiences and beliefs may be rooted in place in ways that may be suggestive of 
shared experience, the experience itself is reinterpreted against the backdrop of values that can 
cause divergence rather than similarity. Several findings from my study illustrate the emergent 
nature of extreme weather perceptions as either shared or divergent.  
 First, several individual-level characteristics were predictive of individuals' perceptions 
of the effects of extreme weather controlling for the number of severe thunderstorm events and 
the amount of property damage from all severe event types at the county level. Perhaps the most 
interesting among the individual-level effects were the influences of the "values" indicators. 
Political party affiliation, beliefs about conservation rules, and beliefs about climate change were 
all significantly related to perceptions of the effects of extreme weather. Individuals' political 
identities are usually tied to family and peer-network socialization, as well as local political, 
economic, and cultural circumstances. Moreover, beliefs about the effect of conservation rules 
on local communities are implicitly tied to place. Both of these indicators were important to 
explain individuals' perceptions of the effects of extreme weather, suggesting individual 
perceptions of objectively-measured environmental phenomena emerge from place-related value-
systems, among other factors.  
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  Climate change beliefs, like political identities, are at least in some part connected to the 
national political context given the scope and politicization of the topic. In the case of extreme 
weather events, the influence of individuals' climate change beliefs might be reflective of what 
Bert Klandermans referred to as "consensus mobilization" (Klandermans 1984). According to 
Klandermans (1984), consensus mobilization "is the process by which a social movement tries to 
obtain support for its point of view. It is directed towards influencing knowledge, beliefs, and 
attitudes." Climate change denial has developed as a major social movement among 
conservatives in response to perceived threats to the "American way of life" (Jacques et al 2008). 
Extreme weather has been attributed to climate change by some scientists and environmentalist 
groups (see Natural Resources Defense Council 2014; World Resources Institute 2012; National 
Wildlife Federation 2010), so extreme weather may be viewed by the climate-skeptic movement 
as something conjured by the environmentalists to rally support around their side of the issue of 
climate change. Therefore, extreme weather events may be used by social movements on either 
side of the debate to develop their consensus mobilization.   
 Evidence for this is suggested by Figure 4.7, which shows that Democrats were more 
likely to report effects from extreme or unusual weather events than their Republican 
counterparts even in places where few severe events have occurred. Hannigan (2006) described 
consensus mobilization as an emergent phenomenon because it involves "'...ideas, beliefs, and 
norms [which] are in the process of being formulated.'" This is precisely how I conceptualize 
perceptions of the effects of extreme weather. Perceptions are emergent in that they are "in the 
process of being formulated" by factors related to place-specific contexts (i.e. political values, 
socio-economic conditions, and objectively-measured weather impacts) and in light of 
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 contemporary macro-level circumstances (i.e. climate change, politics, and broad economic 
forces). Additionally, perceptions help to mobilize consensus in that they rally support for social 
movements on both sides of the climate change issue. Further evidence for this is suggested by 
the positive relationship between climate change beliefs and perceptions of the effects of extreme 
weather (Table 4.2). The odds of reporting effects of extreme weather increased among those 
who believed climate change is happening now due to human activities. It is important to note 
that anthropogenic climate change is a scientific consensus and climate science has made some 
connections between some extreme weather and climate change, so this particular group may be 
making a larger connection between the weather hazard and climate change (perhaps climate 
change as a hazard in and of itself). 
 Another important finding of my study provides evidence that perceptions of the effects 
of extreme weather are emergent properties of place-specific contexts. The county-level random 
effect showed that there was place-to-place variation in perceptions of extreme weather net of 
individual-level characteristics, county-level characteristics, and objectively-measured, county-
level weather events and property damage. This means that the counties represented in this 
sample contained some factors or combination of factors that were unique in influencing their 
residents' perceptions of extreme weather events. For example, the fishing industries in 
Terrebonne and Plaquemines parishes, Louisiana, may have something to do with this place-
based variation and the influence may extend beyond those employed in fishing industries.  
 In their study of public support for climate change policy, Rachael Shwom and 
colleagues (2008) found significant place-based variation in levels of policy support between 
Virginia and Michigan residents controlling for survey respondents' employment (or family 
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 members' employment) in the auto industry.  Specifically, they found that Michigan residents 
were less likely to support climate change policies than Virginia residents, and employment in 
the automobile industry did not affect policy support. The authors argue that the automobile 
industry may subtly affect residents in Michigan because it is such a pervasive industry in that 
region and has some influence over the shaping and framing of information about issues such as 
climate change (Shwom et al 2008). A similar phenomenon may have occurred in Terrebonne 
and Plaquemines parishes in Louisiana, where the fishing industries have been so pervasive in 
local social and cultural milieus that their disruption as a result of extreme weather caused a 
ripple effect throughout the entire counties.  
 In contrast to the perceptions of residents of Gulf Coast Louisiana, respondents in Gulf 
Coast Florida were less likely to report effects from extreme or unusual weather events (Figure 
3.3), even though the amount of property damage in dollars was relatively high in Gulf Coast 
Florida (Table 3.4). Though in the opposite direction, this relationship is also suggestive of 
place-specific contexts contributing to individual perceptions of extreme weather effects. All 
three Florida counties represented in this sample, Bay, Gulf, and Franklin, have supported 
Republican candidates in the 2000, 2004, and 2008 presidential elections (Federal Election 
Commission 2000; Federal Election Commission 2004; Federal Election Commission 2008). 
Additionally, all three counties have overwhelmingly supported Republican candidates for other 
national- and state-level offices (Bay County Supervisor of Elections 2000; Bay County 
Supervisor of Elections 2004; Bay County Supervisor of Elections 2008; Franklin County 
Supervisor of Elections 2004; Franklin County Supervisor of Elections 2008; Gulf County 
Supervisor of Elections 2008). Reinforcing these statistics, the sample of Bay, Franklin, and Gulf 
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 counties in this research was 48% Republican and 40% Democrat, and 45% of respondents 
believed climate change is happening due to natural phenomena as opposed to only 34% who 
believed it is happening due to human activities. The conservative political cultures of these 
counties may have influenced residents' perceptions of extreme weather through an emergent 
process such as consensus mobilization, whereby the climate change denial movement may have 
subtly influenced the shaping and framing of information about extreme or unusual weather 
affecting these Florida counties.  
 Objective local conditions also helped to illustrate the emergent nature of individuals' 
perceptions of the effects of extreme weather. Property damage from all severe weather events 
was significantly related to perceptions of the effects of extreme or unusual weather, such that 
the odds of reporting effects increased in places with higher property damage (Table 4.2). This 
suggests that individuals are more likely to perceive effects of extreme weather when the impacts 
from severe weather, as measured by damage in dollars, are objectively greater. In conjunction 
with individual-level characteristics, the effect of objective local conditions demonstrated how 
perceptions emerge out of both experiential and socio-political and -cultural contexts. Therefore, 
the symbolic, ideational, and cultural realms are as important as the material and biophysical in 
the explanation of individuals' perceptions of extreme or unusual weather events. My study 
represents yet another reason for the reconciliation of realist and constructivist camps in 








 5.3 Limitations and Future Research 
 
 
5.3.1 Limitations of the present study 
 One of the limitations of my study is that the "objectively-measured" severe weather 
events and property damage variables may not have been precise or may not have accurately 
reflected the actual lived experiences of individuals with respect to severe weather events. As 
acknowledged in Chapter 3, the SED only provided an estimation of damages based on a variety 
of sources. Also, the STEA only reported on thunderstorm events and only if the events met 
certain criteria in order to be qualified as "severe."  Although thunderstorm events can occur 
anywhere in the United States and therefore make cross-regional comparisons easier, they likely 
do not capture the full range of "extreme or unusual" weather sufficiently. Droughts, hurricanes, 
winter storms, and other destructive events were not captured at all by the thunderstorm 
indicator. The SED property damage variable did include all weather event types, but it 
estimated the dollar-value based on reported damages and not all damage is necessarily reported 
to officials, insurance agencies, or local news media. Moreover, not all severe weather events 
necessarily cause losses in dollars from damage to property, and damages may extend far beyond 
property loss in terms of trauma or mental and emotional stress. 
 Despite these limitations, the property damage indicator appeared to be a much better 
objective measure than the simple frequency of severe thunderstorms. Not only was the property 
damage indicator directly related to perceptions, but it was likely to be a better approximation of 
the actual “on-the-ground” experiences of individuals with severe or extreme weather events. 
The frequency of severe thunderstorms, on the other hand, was likely an inaccurate estimation of 
the actual severe weather experienced on the ground in the variety of regions surveyed. More 
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 broadly, any frequency measure will likely be insufficient without an accompanying or 
combined measure of magnitude or intensity. While the property damage estimate was intended 
to get at this aspect of severe weather, it was not tied to the severe thunderstorm frequencies and 
was not an actual measure of storm magnitude or intensity.  
 Another limitation of my study is the scope of its findings. Only a section of coastal 
regions were represented in this research. The differing social, cultural, or economic conditions 
of inland versus coastal communities likely make for disparate perceptions of extreme weather. 
Industries along coastal regions, and those employed with them, may be more susceptible to 
extreme storms than inland industries. On the other hand, the kinds of weather events that disrupt 
inland industries, such as drought, may not be captured by this research. On a related note, inland 
regions experience different quantities and qualities of severe weather events than coastal 
regions. While coastal regions might experience more intense storms, both tropical and extra-
tropical (extra-tropical storms cause more storm surges along northeast coastlines (ME) than 
tropical storms), inland regions face hotter temperatures and higher potential for drought. The 
limited scope of these findings prevented this research from inferences about the experiences of 
those living inland.  
 With respect to values and political identity, my research was not able to parse out the 
potential differences between individuals on the political extremes and those who were 
politically more moderate in their views. The measure of political identity I utilized was perhaps 
too rigid and did not allow for me to distinguish between those who identify as extremely liberal 
or conservative, or some other prominent political identity not captured by the 
“Democrat/Independent/Republican” trichotomy. Recent research on environmental concern has 
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 found self-identified “Tea Party” Republicans to be significantly less likely to believe that the 
climate is changing now due to human activities than their non-Tea Party Republican peers 
(Hamilton and Saito 2014).  This difference signals the necessity for disaggregating political 
parties into more specific categories, especially in the case of Tea Party and non-Tea Party 
Republicans. While my research was not able to accomplish this task, future studies should be 
careful to measure and/or analyze the finer distinctions of political identity and values within the 
broader political party designations.  
 
5.3.2 Future Research 
 My research opens a number of interesting possibilities for future study. Regarding the 
limited scope of this research, future studies should investigate a wider range of event types and 
the perceptions of inland residents. Research on individuals living across a variety of geographic 
locations will be needed in order to understand the spectrum of experiences with extreme 
weather. It will also be important to include individuals living in a variety of cultural, social, 
economic conditions. As demonstrated in my study, the character of individuals' experiences 
with extreme weather depends in part on the social contexts of their communities.  
 In addition to expanding the scope of the research, case studies will be important 
components to include in future studies. Due to their natural variability, extreme weather events 
will likely affect communities differently from one event to the next. Human experiences with 
extreme weather could even vary widely within a single event. For instance, a tornado could 
destroy one neighborhood while leaving the adjacent neighborhood intact. The same could be 
true for flash floods, lightning strikes, wind and rain damage, and the list goes on. Case studies 
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 of particular extreme events and on specific individuals, families, and communities will be useful 
in order to provide in-depth knowledge of lived experiences and micro-level social processes 
occurring between individuals and their families or communities. Human losses (i.e. injuries and 
fatalities) were not captured by my research and could be best understood using a qualitative 
interview method of research in future research. 
 Historical research will also be necessary in future studies of extreme weather events for 
a variety of reasons. First, communities could have cultural milieus that include experiences with 
past extreme or unusual weather events. Tapping into these historical-cultural elements of 
communities could prove useful to understand how and why individuals in certain communities 
react the way they do to present weather events. People often invoke past experiences with 
weather tied to a particular area when discussing the occurrence of present day weather events, 
especially when weather events are perceived as "extreme" or "unusual." Another important 
reason for including historical research is that it adds contextualization of communities' social, 
political, and economic circumstances, which may help explain how communities prepare for 
extreme weather or respond in the aftermath. Finally, this can also be an opportunity for 
community education and outreach. A better understanding of how a community perceives a 
hazard could be useful for determining how best to communicate hazards.  
 
 
5.4 Concluding Remarks 
 
 
 In this study I provided evidence to suggest that individuals' perceptions of the effects of 
extreme or unusual weather events are couched within the social contexts and objective material 
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 conditions of their communities. All five hypotheses were at least partially supported. First (H1), 
objectively-measured property damage was related to individuals' perceptions of extreme or 
unusual weather such that increased damage was associated with increased perceptions of the 
effects of events. Second (H2), political and environmental values were related to individuals' 
perceptions of extreme or unusual weather such that politically liberal, environmentally-
conscious individuals exhibited increased perceptions of the effects of events over their 
politically conservative, less-environmentally-conscious counterparts. Third (H3), social 
position, as measured by household income, was related to individuals' perceptions of extreme or 
unusual weather such that lower-income households exhibited increased perceptions of the 
effects of events over their higher-earning counterparts.  
 Fourth (H4), social position and political identity interacted with property damage and 
events totals such that household income moderated the effect of damage on individuals' 
perceptions and political identity moderated the effect of the number of events on individuals' 
perceptions. The effects of income appeared different in places with lower or higher objective 
damage. Partisan identity also showed different effects in places with lower or higher 
thunderstorm frequency. Democrats were significantly more likely to report effects from extreme 
or unusual events in places with fewer or no severe thunderstorms. Finally (H5), there was 
significant, systematic place-to-place variation in individuals' perceptions of extreme or unusual 
weather events net of all individual- and county-level fixed effects.  
 The patterns found in this study suggest that individuals' perceptions of the effects of 
extreme weather events are emergent properties of objective local conditions, particular 
individual characteristics related to social and cultural milieus, and place-specific contexts. 
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 Results echo Hannigan's (2006) claim that "our relationship with nature should be 
conceptualized as both fluid and emergent." As Hannigan astutely pointed out, our relationship is 
not just a matter of socially-constructed perceptions and definitions, but also the result of the 
"substance and patterns of nature.”  
 The methodological approach and results of my study also advance the study of society 
and the environment toward a unified front, supporting elements of both realist and constructivist 
perspectives. My study arose in part as a response to Dunlap's (2010) concern that although the 
realist-constructivist battles have subsided there is still a broader division between 
"...environmental sociologists who confine their analyses to the symbolic/ideational/cultural 
level and those who examine material conditions--." I believe it is not only possible but 
necessary to conduct research on society-environment interactions with both social and material 
conditions in view. My research is an attempt to advance that approach. The evidence suggests 
that human interactions with the environment are emergent properties of both material and social 
conditions. 
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 APPENDIX A 
 
“Organized severe thunderstorm episodes can occur anywhere in the United States in any month 
of the year. The synoptic environments in which these storms develop can vary in many ways 
depending on region of the country and time of the year. Climatologically most of the severe 
thunderstorm episodes in the United States occur in an area bound by the continental divide on 
the west side and a line approximately 1000 - 1200 miles east of the continental divide on the 
east side. The part of the United States east of this high frequency area has a large number of 
severe thunderstorm episodes but not near the number in the high frequency area. The part of the 
United States west of the continental divide has an extremely low frequency of severe 
thunderstorms when compared to the high frequency area and the eastern area.  
Experience in using the tools needed to forecast severe thunderstorm episodes is extremely 
important and essential if a forecaster is to be successful in forecasting these storms. Forecasters 
located outside the high frequency area mentioned above have limited exposure to severe 
thunderstorm situations and therefore are limited in being able to increase their skill and 
confidence in forecasting them. Individual forecasters, at locations outside the high frequence 
area, may work a severe thunderstorm situation only once or twice a year. At some locations 
west of the continental divide, some forecasters may only work one or two severe thunderstorm 
situations in their entire career.  
One of the ways to augment a forecaster's experience is to study various synoptic analyses and 
other tools that describe the environment in which severe thunderstorms develop. The purpose of 
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 this web document is to identify organized severe thunderstorm episodes and to organize them 
chronologically. The events provided will appear as a somewhat standardized package of 
synoptic analyses and other tools so an interested forecaster can review and compare them to 
other severe thunderstorm episodes and/or to a current situation. The set of events provided here 
is not intended to be a set of case studies. The more detailed analysis required for case studies is 
left to the individual. This set of events will provide forecasters and researchers a quick look at 
the synoptic environments related to various severe thunderstorm episodes and allow them to 
decide if further study of a specific event is desirable.  
The selection procedure used here is more structured than it was in the previous technical 
memorandums containing events from July 1985 through June 1992. The selection criteria which 
follow will reveal that the thresholds used in and west of the Rocky Mountains are somewhat 
lower than those used east of the Rocky Mountains and may vary a little from the strict definition 
of severe thunderstorm...Definition: A severe thunderstorm is a thunderstorm which produces 
hail 3/4 inch, and/or damaging winds or wind 50 knots, and or a tornado. Since the major focus 
of this web document is on organized severe thunderstorm episodes, the criteria for determining 
which days are to be used will be those days when there is considerable severe thunderstorm 
activity confined to a relative small area (ranging from approximately the size of Kansas to about 
four times the size of Kansas) and over a relatively short time interval (6, 12, and 24 hours). 
These severe thunderstorm events are keyed to well-organized severe thunderstorm events most 
capable of damage and/or injury. They are not intended to cover every isolated or marginally 
severe thunderstorm. Pulse-type thunderstorms, consisting primarily of solitary brief severe 
downdrafts are not considered to be organized. Convection of this type and thunderstorms barely 
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 meeting severe thunderstorm criteria will not be considered when determining severe 
thunderstorm cases for this web document except on days when unusually dense and/or large 
areas of marginally severe thunderstorms are reported.  
   
   
Event Day Selection Guidelines for Areas East of the Rocky Mountains  
• When two or more F2 or 1 or more F3 or greater tornadoes (Fujita and Pearson, 1973) are 
reported regardless of time period or area coverage. 
• When 30 reports of hail 1 inch and wind events and tornadoes, or 30 reports of hail 1 inch 
and wind events, or 30 reports of hail 1 inch and tornadoes, or 30 reports of hail or 30 
reports of wind events and tornadoes, or 30 reports of wind events, or 10 tornadoes occur 
within an area of 60,000 square miles and within a 6 hour time interval. 
• When 60 reports of hail 1 inch and wind events and tornadoes, or 60 reports of hail 1 inch 
and wind events, or 60 reports of hail 1 inch and tornadoes, or 60 reports of hail or 60 
reports of wind events and tornadoes, or 60 reports of wind events, or 20 tornadoes occur 
within an area of 120,000 square miles and within a 12 hour time interval. 
• When 120 reports of hail 1 inch and wind events and tornadoes, or 120 reports of hail 1 
inch and wind events, or 120 reports of hail 1 inch and tornadoes, or 120 reports of hail or 
120 reports of wind events and tornadoes, or 120 reports of wind events, or 40 tornadoes 
occur within an area of 240,000 square miles and within a 24 hour time interval. 
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 • In the period September 30 through March 31, the number of reports will be reduced by 
one half.  
• Any tornadoes, and/or wind damage, and/or hail that result in 1 or more fatalities, 10 or 
more injuries, or damage $1,000,000 or more. 
• Seriously consider days with an area of unusually dense but marginally severe reports or 
a large area with a large number of marginally severe reports even though they did not 
quite meet the number criteria suggested above. The Storm Prediction Center (SPC) 
Science and Operations Officer (SOO) and/or the National Severe Storms Laboratory ( 
NSSL) /Forecast Research and Development Division (FRDD) /Mesoscale Applications 
Group (MAG) Leader were consulted as needed. 
• All days when Moderate or High Risk are forecast.  
• Day suggested by a SPC Lead Forecaster and/or SPC SOO. Inclusion of such cases was 
approved by the SPC SOO and NSSL/FRDD/MAG Leader. 
• Day suggested by a NSSL Scientist. Inclusion of such cases was approved by the 
NSSL/FRDD/MAG Leader and SOO for approval. 
 




 Event Day Selection Guidelines for Areas in and West of the Rocky Mountains 
• Any tornado report regardless of F rating. 
• When 10 reports of hail 1 inch and wind events, or 10 reports of hail 1 inch, or 10 reports 
of wind events occur within an area of 120,000 square miles and within a 12 hour time 
interval 
• When 20 reports of hail 1 inch and wind events, or 20 reports of hail 1 inch, or 20 reports 
of wind events occur within an area of 240,000 square miles and within a 24 hour time 
interval. 
• Any tornado, and/or wind damage, and/or hail that resulted in 1 or more fatalities, 3 or 
more injuries, or damage $500,000 or more. 
• In the period September 30 through March 31, the number of reports will be reduced by 
one half.  
• Seriously consider days with an area of unusually dense but marginally severe reports or 
a large area with a large number of marginally severe reports even though they did not 
quite meet the number criteria suggested above. The SPC SOO and/or 
NSSL/FRDD/MAG Leader were consulted as needed. 
• All days when Moderate or High Risk are forecast.  
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 • Day suggested by a SPC Lead Forecaster and/or SPC SOO. Inclusion of such cases was 
approved by the SPC SOO and NSSL/FRDD/MAG Leader. 
• Day suggested by a NSSL Scientist. Inclusion of such cases was approved by the 































LR test vs. logistic regression: chibar2(01) =     6.03 Prob>=chibar2 = 0.0070
                                                                              
                   sd(_cons)     .1493908   .0511294      .0763832    .2921796
county2: Identity             
                                                                              
  Random-effects Parameters      Estimate   Std. Err.     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              
                                                                                               
                        _cons     .7666959    .322569    -0.63   0.528     .3361247    1.748823
                               
c.income_median#c.logdmg_mean     1.092568   .0254772     3.80   0.000     1.043757    1.143661
                               
                  logdmg_mean     1.458922   .1274204     4.32   0.000     1.229388     1.73131
                income_median     .8639495   .0243882    -5.18   0.000     .8174477    .9130966
                               
  c.party2#c.logeventsum_mean     1.160102   .0768851     2.24   0.025     1.018787    1.321019
                               
             logeventsum_mean     .8945623   .2116421    -0.47   0.638     .5626354     1.42231
                       party2     .7660185   .0328982    -6.21   0.000     .7041784    .8332892
                        metro     1.118719    .155298     0.81   0.419     .8522348     1.46853
                        pov10     1.006699   .0171506     0.39   0.695     .9736397    1.040881
                     newcomer     .9933055   .0782214    -0.09   0.932     .8512399    1.159081
                      warmop2     1.184062   .0512528     3.90   0.000     1.087752      1.2889
                        rules     1.170371   .0551421     3.34   0.001     1.067134    1.283595
                     ownrent2     1.396422   .1386998     3.36   0.001     1.149399    1.696533
                      degree2     1.139662   .0416619     3.58   0.000     1.060863    1.224314
                        race2     .9955433   .1075374    -0.04   0.967     .8055907    1.230285
                          sex     1.137396   .0793407     1.85   0.065      .992053    1.304033
                          age      .992489   .0024566    -3.05   0.002     .9876858    .9973157
                                                                                               
                     weffects   Odds Ratio   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                               
Log likelihood = -2480.3882                     Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
Integration points =   7                        Wald chi2(16)      =    289.70
                                                               max =       527
                                                               avg =     208.6
                                                Obs per group: min =        10
Group variable: county2                         Number of groups   =        19
Mixed-effects logistic regression               Number of obs      =      3964
Iteration 6:   log likelihood = -2480.3882  
Iteration 5:   log likelihood = -2480.3882  
Iteration 4:   log likelihood = -2480.3912  
Iteration 3:   log likelihood = -2480.7906  
Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -2483.3302  (not concave)
Iteration 1:   log likelihood = -2483.9813  (not concave)
Iteration 0:   log likelihood = -2487.7835  (not concave)
Performing gradient-based optimization: 
Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -2487.7835  
Iteration 1:   log likelihood = -2488.1423  (not concave)
Iteration 0:   log likelihood = -2499.3082  (not concave)
Refining starting values: 
> dmg_mean || county2:, or













LR test vs. logistic regression: chibar2(01) =     7.68 Prob>=chibar2 = 0.0028
                                                                              
                   sd(_cons)     .1617316   .0518462       .086283    .3031546
county2: Identity             
                                                                              
  Random-effects Parameters      Estimate   Std. Err.     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              
                                                                                               
                        _cons     .6292988   .2123171    -1.37   0.170     .3248425    1.219105
                               
c.income_median#c.logdmg_mean     1.097201   .0255271     3.99   0.000     1.048292    1.148391
                               
                  logdmg_mean     1.548138   .1054599     6.42   0.000     1.354644    1.769269
                income_median     .8649001   .0243855    -5.15   0.000      .818402      .91404
                       party2     .7487175   .0308087    -7.03   0.000     .6907043    .8116033
                        metro     1.187381   .1562238     1.31   0.192     .9174819    1.536678
                        pov10     1.016315   .0131741     1.25   0.212     .9908196    1.042467
                     newcomer     .9980453   .0785617    -0.02   0.980     .8553571    1.164536
                      warmop2     1.185665   .0513235     3.93   0.000     1.089221    1.290647
                        rules     1.189057    .055486     3.71   0.000     1.085132    1.302936
                     ownrent2     1.402718   .1392248     3.41   0.001     1.154744    1.703944
                      degree2     1.144923   .0417578     3.71   0.000     1.065936    1.229763
                        race2     .9847767   .1063762    -0.14   0.887     .7968755    1.216985
                          sex     1.137449   .0792697     1.85   0.065     .9922271    1.303926
                          age     .9923201   .0024508    -3.12   0.002     .9875282    .9971352
                                                                                               
                     weffects   Odds Ratio   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                               
Log likelihood = -2483.4997                     Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
Integration points =   7                        Wald chi2(14)      =    278.24
                                                               max =       527
                                                               avg =     208.6
                                                Obs per group: min =        10
Group variable: county2                         Number of groups   =        19
Mixed-effects logistic regression               Number of obs      =      3964
Iteration 7:   log likelihood = -2483.4997  
Iteration 6:   log likelihood = -2483.4997  
Iteration 5:   log likelihood = -2483.5027  
Iteration 4:   log likelihood = -2483.8589  
Iteration 3:   log likelihood = -2484.8823  
Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -2487.9438  (not concave)
Iteration 1:   log likelihood = -2490.6089  (not concave)
Iteration 0:   log likelihood = -2490.7259  (not concave)
Performing gradient-based optimization: 
Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -2490.7259  
Iteration 1:   log likelihood = -2490.7319  (not concave)
Iteration 0:   log likelihood = -2501.5228  (not concave)
Refining starting values: 
> , or





















      model parameters estimated using listwise deletion
Note: right-hand-side variables (or weights) have missing values;
 of the number of filled-in observations.)
(complete + incomplete = total; imputed is the minimum across m
                                                                  
               age         7018           59        54        7077
          ownrent2         6883          194       162        7077
          newcomer         6934          143       135        7077
          weffects         6988           89        71        7077
             race2         6941          136       112        7077
           degree2         6992           85        66        7077
            party2         6373          704       603        7077
     income_median         5829         1248       971        7077
                                                                  
          Variable     Complete   Incomplete   Imputed       Total
                                                                  
                                   Observations per m             
                                                                  
                                                between =      100
                                                burn-in =      100
Prior: uniform                               Iterations =     2000
Imputed: m=1 through m=20                       updated =        0
Multivariate normal regression                    added =       20
Multivariate imputation                     Imputations =       20
Performing MCMC data augmentation ... 
  observed log likelihood = -16583.292 at iteration 10
Performing EM optimization:
> ules, add(20) rseed(1234) force
















                                                                              
                   sd(_cons)     .2044085   .0460607      .1314294    .3179111
county2: Identity             
                                                                              
  Random-effects Parameters      Estimate   Std. Err.     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              
                                                                                               
                        _cons      2.38656   .7353468     2.82   0.005     1.304647     4.36568
                               
c.income_median#c.logdmg_mean     1.059102   .0188678     3.22   0.001     1.022747    1.096749
                               
                  logdmg_mean     1.420664   .1039159     4.80   0.000     1.230919    1.639659
                income_median     .8972596   .0199523    -4.88   0.000      .858953    .9372746
                               
  c.party2#c.logeventsum_mean     1.158225   .0569292     2.99   0.003     1.051823    1.275391
                               
             logeventsum_mean     1.108998   .1654068     0.69   0.488     .8278815     1.48557
                       party2     .7414326    .024749    -8.96   0.000     .6944098    .7916396
                        metro     .9752558   .1371895    -0.18   0.859     .7402523    1.284865
                        pov10      .988061    .015073    -0.79   0.431     .9589558     1.01805
                     newcomer     .9898239   .0598829    -0.17   0.866     .8791443    1.114437
                        rules     1.184848   .0431998     4.65   0.000     1.103131    1.272617
                     ownrent2      1.27168   .0993559     3.08   0.002     1.091118    1.482122
                      degree2     1.141198   .0321588     4.69   0.000     1.079871    1.206007
                        race2     .9962166   .0864007    -0.04   0.965     .8404756    1.180816
                          sex     1.169062   .0628668     2.90   0.004     1.052117    1.299007
                          age     .9915912   .0018456    -4.54   0.000     .9879804    .9952152
                                                                                               
                     weffects   Odds Ratio   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                               
                                                Prob > F           =    0.0000
Model F test:       Equal FMI                   F(  15,195292.9)   =     21.57
                                                        max        =  9.50e+07
                                                        avg        =  7.73e+06
DF adjustment:   Large sample                   DF:     min        =    805.88
                                                Largest FMI        =    0.1556
                                                Average RVI        =    0.0348
Integration points = 7                                         max =       721
                                                               avg =     319.2
                                                Obs per group: min =        11
Group variable: county2                         Number of groups   =        21
Mixed-effects logistic regression               Number of obs      =      6704
Multiple-imputation estimates                   Imputations        =        20
> an##c.logdmg_mean || county2:


















                                                                              
                   sd(_cons)     .2781982   .0552801      .1884578    .4106715
county2: Identity             
                                                                              
  Random-effects Parameters      Estimate   Std. Err.     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              
                                                                                               
                        _cons     1.419026   .4413145     1.13   0.260     .7713694    2.610469
                               
c.income_median#c.logdmg_mean     1.063514   .0189384     3.46   0.001     1.027021    1.101303
                               
                  logdmg_mean     1.535509   .1383607     4.76   0.000     1.286924    1.832112
                income_median     .8967109    .019962    -4.90   0.000     .8583858    .9367471
                       party2     .7403758   .0246411    -9.03   0.000     .6935553    .7903571
                        metro     1.051305   .1863482     0.28   0.778      .742762    1.488017
                        pov10     1.016775   .0159908     1.06   0.290     .9859116    1.048604
                     newcomer     .9873312   .0597061    -0.21   0.833     .8769758    1.111573
                        rules     1.200945   .0435589     5.05   0.000     1.118535    1.289427
                     ownrent2     1.276902   .0996723     3.13   0.002     1.095753       1.488
                      degree2     1.145856   .0322735     4.83   0.000     1.084309    1.210895
                        race2     .9875754   .0856682    -0.14   0.885     .8331583    1.170612
                          sex     1.170853   .0628654     2.94   0.003     1.053901    1.300784
                          age     .9915403   .0018437    -4.57   0.000     .9879331    .9951607
                                                                                               
                     weffects   Odds Ratio   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                               
                                                Prob > F           =    0.0000
Model F test:       Equal FMI                   F(  13,167025.7)   =     21.70
                                                        max        =  3.71e+08
                                                        avg        =  3.38e+07
DF adjustment:   Large sample                   DF:     min        =    827.55
                                                Largest FMI        =    0.1536
                                                Average RVI        =    0.0342
Integration points = 7                                         max =       721
                                                               avg =     319.2
                                                Obs per group: min =        11
Group variable: county2                         Number of groups   =        21
Mixed-effects logistic regression               Number of obs      =      6704
Multiple-imputation estimates                   Imputations        =        20
>  county2:




































































































                                                                                               
                        /cut2     1.865321   .3173347                      1.243357    2.487286
                        /cut1     .2247438    .315957                     -.3945205    .8440081
                                                                                               
c.income_median#c.logdmg_mean     1.087544   .0226245     4.03   0.000     1.044093    1.132804
                               
                  logdmg_mean     1.746786   .0864162    11.27   0.000     1.585366    1.924642
                income_median     .8736149   .0222777    -5.30   0.000     .8310246     .918388
                               
  c.party2#c.logeventsum_mean     1.144812   .0689919     2.24   0.025     1.017271    1.288343
                               
             logeventsum_mean     .8432122   .1381597    -1.04   0.298      .611601    1.162534
                       party2     .7663381   .0294893    -6.92   0.000      .710666    .8263715
                        metro     1.139947   .0992365     1.50   0.132     .9611354    1.352026
                        pov10     1.012301   .0105852     1.17   0.242     .9917659    1.033262
                     newcomer     .9763427   .0685617    -0.34   0.733     .8508018    1.120408
                      warmop2     1.206653   .0482253     4.70   0.000      1.11574    1.304973
                        rules     1.089348   .0467485     1.99   0.046     1.001471    1.184937
                     ownrent2     1.312514   .1188956     3.00   0.003     1.098998    1.567513
                      degree2      1.15288   .0377698     4.34   0.000      1.08118    1.229336
                        race2     .9883952   .0953733    -0.12   0.904     .8180796    1.194169
                          sex     1.134798   .0718551     2.00   0.046     1.002353    1.284743
                          age     .9925748   .0022168    -3.34   0.001     .9882394    .9969292
                                                                                               
                      weather   Odds Ratio   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                               
Log likelihood = -3881.3777                       Pseudo R2       =     0.0814
                                                  Prob > chi2     =     0.0000
                                                  LR chi2(16)     =     688.29
Ordered logistic regression                       Number of obs   =       3964
Iteration 4:   log likelihood = -3881.3777  
Iteration 3:   log likelihood = -3881.3777  
Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -3881.3843  
Iteration 1:   log likelihood = -3885.0671  
Iteration 0:   log likelihood = -4225.5246  
> mean, or

























                                                                                               
                        _cons     .5968923   .1191268     5.01   0.000     .3633365    .8304481
                               
c.income_median#c.logdmg_mean     .0272875   .0074937     3.64   0.000     .0125956    .0419794
                               
                  logdmg_mean     .2168526   .0183013    11.85   0.000     .1809717    .2527336
                income_median    -.0488855   .0095394    -5.12   0.000    -.0675881    -.030183
                               
  c.party2#c.logeventsum_mean     .0261241   .0218487     1.20   0.232    -.0167117    .0689598
                               
             logeventsum_mean    -.0181358   .0620084    -0.29   0.770    -.1397073    .1034357
                       party2    -.0978806    .014536    -6.73   0.000    -.1263794   -.0693818
                        metro     .0438311   .0325927     1.34   0.179     -.020069    .1077312
                        pov10     .0043263   .0039628     1.09   0.275     -.003443    .0120957
                     newcomer    -.0077457   .0264483    -0.29   0.770    -.0595993    .0441079
                      warmop2     .0742467   .0149049     4.98   0.000     .0450246    .1034687
                        rules     .0282939   .0159955     1.77   0.077    -.0030662    .0596541
                     ownrent2     .1031802   .0339905     3.04   0.002     .0365397    .1698208
                      degree2      .055194   .0122871     4.49   0.000     .0311043    .0792837
                        race2    -.0076532   .0360048    -0.21   0.832    -.0782429    .0629365
                          sex       .04346   .0237897     1.83   0.068    -.0031812    .0901012
                          age    -.0028534   .0008348    -3.42   0.001      -.00449   -.0012167
                                                                                               
                      weather        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                               
       Total    2498.12992  3963  .630363341           Root MSE      =   .7289
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.1572
    Residual    2097.00326  3947  .531290413           R-squared     =  0.1606
       Model     401.12666    16  25.0704162           Prob > F      =  0.0000
                                                       F( 16,  3947) =   47.19
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =    3964
> n





















                                                                                               
                        _cons     .4166856   .0765538     5.44   0.000     .2665968    .5667743
                               
c.income_median#c.logdmg_mean      .017237   .0048156     3.58   0.000     .0077956    .0266784
                               
                  logdmg_mean      .083007   .0117609     7.06   0.000     .0599491     .106065
                income_median    -.0327549   .0061302    -5.34   0.000    -.0447736   -.0207362
                               
  c.party2#c.logeventsum_mean     .0390123   .0140405     2.78   0.005      .011485    .0665396
                               
             logeventsum_mean    -.0440717   .0398482    -1.11   0.269    -.1221966    .0340532
                       party2    -.0609349   .0093412    -6.52   0.000    -.0792489   -.0426208
                        metro      .031209   .0209449     1.49   0.136    -.0098548    .0722728
                        pov10     .0034493   .0025466     1.35   0.176    -.0015435    .0084421
                     newcomer    -.0034904   .0169963    -0.21   0.837    -.0368128    .0298321
                      warmop2     .0382912   .0095783     4.00   0.000     .0195123      .05707
                        rules     .0359894   .0102791     3.50   0.000     .0158366    .0561422
                     ownrent2     .0719566   .0218431     3.29   0.001     .0291317    .1147815
                      degree2     .0282467    .007896     3.58   0.000      .012766    .0437273
                        race2    -.0097883   .0231376    -0.42   0.672     -.055151    .0355744
                          sex     .0271629   .0152878     1.78   0.076    -.0028098    .0571357
                          age    -.0016635   .0005365    -3.10   0.002    -.0027153   -.0006117
                                                                                               
                     weffects        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                               
       Total    976.949546  3963  .246517675           Root MSE      =  .46841
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.1100
    Residual    865.992915  3947   .21940535           R-squared     =  0.1136
       Model    110.956631    16  6.93478942           Prob > F      =  0.0000
                                                       F( 16,  3947) =   31.61
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =    3964
> an














                                                                                               
                        _cons     .1527936   .0724879    -3.96   0.000     .0602949    .3871949
                               
c.income_median#c.logdmg_mean     1.111942   .0328904     3.59   0.000     1.049311    1.178311
                               
                  logdmg_mean     2.061256   .1381706    10.79   0.000     1.807482     2.35066
                income_median     .8156687   .0326472    -5.09   0.000     .7541269    .8822327
                               
  c.party2#c.logeventsum_mean     1.205025    .117728     1.91   0.056     .9950286    1.459339
                               
             logeventsum_mean     .8495995   .2097816    -0.66   0.509     .5236451    1.378451
                       party2     .7039911   .0391271    -6.32   0.000     .6313327    .7850115
                        metro     1.330148   .1843245     2.06   0.040     1.013784    1.745239
                        pov10     1.040704   .0163501     2.54   0.011     1.009147    1.073248
                     newcomer      .988936    .099561    -0.11   0.912     .8118458    1.204655
                      warmop2     1.327945   .0785361     4.80   0.000     1.182604    1.491149
                        rules     1.059098   .0656921     0.93   0.355     .9378621    1.196005
                     ownrent2     1.409726   .1864285     2.60   0.009     1.087847    1.826844
                      degree2     1.250222   .0592956     4.71   0.000     1.139243    1.372012
                        race2     .9427282   .1319032    -0.42   0.673     .7166208    1.240177
                          sex     1.164353   .1072343     1.65   0.098     .9720551    1.394692
                          age     .9899256   .0032033    -3.13   0.002     .9836672    .9962239
Major_effects                  
                                                                                               
                        _cons     .4378691     .16724    -2.16   0.031     .2071265    .9256627
                               
c.income_median#c.logdmg_mean      1.07531   .0292591     2.67   0.008     1.019465    1.134214
                               
                  logdmg_mean     1.096151   .0722822     1.39   0.164     .9632531    1.247383
                income_median     .8837587   .0270515    -4.04   0.000     .8322978    .9384015
                               
  c.party2#c.logeventsum_mean     1.203151   .0866069     2.57   0.010     1.044835    1.385455
                               
             logeventsum_mean     .8056564   .1630791    -1.07   0.286     .5418158    1.197976
                       party2     .7992079   .0386598    -4.63   0.000      .726917    .8786879
                        metro     1.125121   .1157457     1.15   0.252     .9196714    1.376467
                        pov10     1.012762   .0128586     1.00   0.318     .9878703     1.03828
                     newcomer     .9894923   .0860608    -0.12   0.903     .8344098    1.173398
                      warmop2     1.110897   .0528796     2.21   0.027     1.011943    1.219528
                        rules      1.24337   .0644671     4.20   0.000     1.123224    1.376366
                     ownrent2     1.358039   .1488398     2.79   0.005     1.095523    1.683461
                      degree2      1.08492   .0438387     2.02   0.044     1.002312    1.174336
                        race2     .9567123   .1135738    -0.37   0.709     .7581115     1.20734
                          sex     1.114584   .0858776     1.41   0.159     .9583596    1.296274
                          age     .9941313   .0027057    -2.16   0.031     .9888424    .9994484
Minor_effects                  
                                                                                               
No_effect                        (base outcome)
                                                                                               
                      weather          RRR   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                               
Log likelihood = -3839.8889                       Pseudo R2       =     0.0913
                                                  Prob > chi2     =     0.0000
                                                  LR chi2(32)     =     771.27
Multinomial logistic regression                   Number of obs   =       3964
Iteration 4:   log likelihood = -3839.8889  
Iteration 3:   log likelihood = -3839.8891  
Iteration 2:   log likelihood =  -3840.291  
Iteration 1:   log likelihood = -3860.0876  
Iteration 0:   log likelihood = -4225.5246  
> mean, rrr

















LR test vs. logistic regression: chibar2(01) =     7.70 Prob>=chibar2 = 0.0028
                                                                              
                   sd(_cons)     .2185652    .075095      .1114613    .4285862
county2: Identity             
                                                                              
  Random-effects Parameters      Estimate   Std. Err.     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              
                                                                                               
                        _cons     2.410067   1.477388     1.43   0.151     .7248309    8.013486
                               
c.income_median#c.logdmg_mean     .9579655   .0303893    -1.35   0.176     .9002173    1.019418
                               
                  logdmg_mean     .4915136   .0600678    -5.81   0.000     .3868213    .6245407
                income_median     1.093821   .0463953     2.11   0.034     1.006565    1.188641
                               
  c.party2#c.logeventsum_mean      1.05017   .1076209     0.48   0.633     .8590709    1.283779
                               
             logeventsum_mean     .9227748   .3061692    -0.24   0.809     .4815861    1.768144
                       party2     1.157241   .0666096     2.54   0.011     1.033784    1.295443
                        metro     .9417519   .1999921    -0.28   0.777     .6211176    1.427905
                        pov10      .986069    .024643    -0.56   0.575     .9389334    1.035571
                     newcomer     .9425025   .1004667    -0.56   0.579     .7648004    1.161494
                      warmop2     .8319966   .0504366    -3.03   0.002     .7387896    .9369628
                        rules     1.146376   .0744977     2.10   0.036      1.00928    1.302096
                     ownrent2     .9529358   .1336252    -0.34   0.731     .7239425    1.254363
                      degree2      .877957   .0433047    -2.64   0.008     .7970548    .9670708
                        race2     .9948177   .1471123    -0.04   0.972     .7445074    1.329285
                          sex     .9961492   .0965555    -0.04   0.968     .8237938    1.204565
                          age     1.004695   .0035042     1.34   0.179     .9978498    1.011586
                                                                                               
                      wmajmin   Odds Ratio   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                               
Log likelihood = -1348.1244                     Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
Integration points =   7                        Wald chi2(16)      =    120.51
                                                               max =       345
                                                               avg =     116.7
                                                Obs per group: min =         3
Group variable: county2                         Number of groups   =        19
Mixed-effects logistic regression               Number of obs      =      2218
Iteration 3:   log likelihood = -1348.1244  
Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -1348.1244  
Iteration 1:   log likelihood = -1348.1246  
Iteration 0:   log likelihood = -1348.5145  
Performing gradient-based optimization: 
Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -1348.5145  
Iteration 1:   log likelihood = -1351.8786  
Iteration 0:   log likelihood = -1359.7182  (not concave)
Refining starting values: 
> mg_mean || county2:, or
. xtmelogit wmajmin age sex race2 degree2 ownrent2 rules warmop2 newcomer pov10 metro c.party2##c.logeventsum_mean c.income_median##c.logd
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